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Canavan steps down,
Lena steps up as V.P.
By Mallary Jean Tenore ’07
Asst. News Editor

COURTESY OF THE MILITARY SCIENCE DEPT.

A different sort of graduation
By Meghan Welsh ’06
Senior News Staff

W

hile the majority
of students at

Providence
College are still
in bed, there are many young
men and women who rise in the
early hours of the morning to
train in the ROTC program
before morning classes begin.
Over the course of their four
years at PC, seniors in the

program have prepared
themselves physically, men
tally, and emotionally to move
on and serve our country all
over the world.
Students approaching
completion of their college
career in the ROTC/Military
Science program are required to
complete the Sessions Process,
in which they apply for their
desired positions in the Army.
LTC Steven T. McGonagle,
Chairperson of the department,

noted that this complicated
process plays out during senior
year and determines whether a
student gets their branch choice
or not and what their duty
station will be.
“There are three factors that
determine branch and duty
assignments, including a stu
dent’s academic performance. I
personally evaluate the students
and they are also evaluated on
their performance at the
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After eight years at
Providence College, Dr.
Thomas L. Canavan will hand
over his responsibilities as Vice
President
of
CAMPUS Academic AdNEWS ministration to
Dr. Hugh F. Lena,
professor of sociology and
Associate Director of the
Feinstein Academic Institute
this summer.
Canavan, who will wrap up
his years at PC in June due to
personal reasons, said leaving
will not be easy. The hardest
part about departing, he said, is
having to say goodbye to
students and faculty.
He praised the members of
the College, saying that they
constitute a community in
which students can feel
comfortable and appreciated by
their professors. “Providence
attracts extraordinarily capable
students as well as faculty who
are committed to teaching,” he
said. “It is a campus in which
everyone feels supported. This
sets the College far apart from
many institutions.”
Canavan’s words are those
of experience, as he has worked
in the field of higher education
for 31 years. He began his
career as a college administrator
at Temple University in
Philadelphia, where he served
numerous positions including
Assistant Graduate Chairman of
the English department and
Acting Dean.
After nine years at Temple
University, Canavan worked at
Drexel University, also located
in Philadelphia, as Dean of the

College of Humanities and
Social Sciences and later Dean
of the College of Arts and
Sciences.
Compared to other insti
tutions, Canavan said that
working at PC has far surpassed
his other professional ex
periences. “My years at the
College have been the most
professionally satisfying of my
career,” he said. “I have been an
administrator for 31 years and
the last 8 years here have been
the most rewarding.”
While at PC, Canavan
helped to appoint more than 70
faculty members to the College,
and has overseen the com
pletion of the faculty handbook
which took a number of years
to complete.
He has also introduced new
programs to the College,
including the literacy program
for graduate students who are
pursuing a masters degree in
education in the graduate
studies program, as well as the
Providence Alliance for
Catholic Teachers (PACT), an
education program in which
recent graduates practice
teaching in Catholic schools
throughout New England.
One of the most significant
changes Canavan said he has
helped oversee is the College’s
initiatives to achieve business
accreditation for a Business
Studies program. The College’s
Board of Trustees decided in
February to establish a Division
of Business Administration at
the College, and expects to
appoint a program director by
July 1,2004.
As a testimony to his
professional accomplishments
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PC campus to receive an off-season upgrade
By Stephanie Barkus ’05
News Editor

With the spring semester
coming to a close, most students
are preparing to head home for
the summer. When they return
to Providence
CAMPUS College in SepCHANGES tember, it will be
to a very dif
ferent campus, as work on
current and new construction
projects will take place over the
break.
According to Mark Rapoza,
Director of Business Strategy,
there are a number of projects
that will be worked on during
the summer. Construction on
lower campus, which has been
going on for the past year, will
be largely completed in the fall.
The Smith Center for the
Arts is expected to be
completed by Sept. 30. The
expected date has been pushed
back, Rapoza said, due to recent

weather conditions.
The new residence hall,
meanwhile,
should
be
substantially finished by Aug. 1.
Rapoza said that this will allow
enough time to run the systems
in the building before students
move in. Currently, con
struction of the building is on
schedule.
Additionally, the new quad
on lower campus will be
completed for the fall semester.
With grass and trees replacing
the current parking lot, new
parking spaces will be added on
the east side of the Center for
the Arts.
Rapoza said that while 52
spaces in front of Fennell Hall
will be lost, 78 will be added,
and the new lot will likely be a
combination of faculty and
student parking.
Also on lower campus, the
parking area behind Fennell will
be finished, with stairs and a
new sidewalk in the back of the
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Construction of a new turf field between Peterson Center
and the Power Plant will take place over the summer.
building being added.
Though there will be less
Lower campus, however, parking spaces in the area
will not be the only area during construction, spaces will
undergoing changes. Install be added underneath the field.
ation of a new turf field between
According to Rapoza, it will
Peterson Recreation Center and take about 23 to 24 weeks to
the Power Plant is scheduled to install the new field, which will
start on Monday, May 17. be used for varsity sports, such

as field hockey and lacrosse, as
well as for intramural sports.
“It will be a great place for
recreational and intramural
sports,” Rapoza said of the field,
which will have fights for use
at night.
Phase two of the renovations
of Raymond Cafeteria will also
take place during the summer.
This will include a two-story
addition on the back of
Raymond Hall, which will
allow for additional seating and
will also provide more space for
catering services.
Changes will also be made
to the mailroom. “We’re going
to condense mail services all on
one floor,” Rapoza said.
Phases two and three of
renovations to the Phillips
Memorial Library have been
pushed back, as PC will be
installing new sprinklers in the
library, as well as other
buildings on campus, to comply
with the state fire code.
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News Briefs
PC Card features available
on website
A number of new features
have recently been added to
students’ PC ID card. Accor
ding to Gene Robbins, business
analyst at Providence College,
students can now check their
balances online and obtain a list
of where they have used their
card. Also, to promote the
security of students, the Office
of Safety and Security will issue
a temporary card if they lose
their card. Students can also
suspend their cards online if the
Office of Business and Finance
in Harkins Hall where the cards
are issued is closed.
To access these online
features, students can visit the
Current Students page on the
PC website and click on the “ID
card office” sub-link to view the
online options.

Women Will holds Take
Back the Night
Last Thursday, April 22,
about 300 students gathered
inside ’64 Hall to share their
stories of abuse, violence and
rape at the annual “Take Back
the Night” event from 6-9 p.m.
Anaclastic kicked off the night
with a performance of “My
Immortal.” The members of
Women Will then delivered a
skit in which they recited
disturbing facts about women
and violence. From there, about
20 students shared personal
stories of how they were either
abused or of family members
and friends who suffered from
physical violence. Following
the sharing of stories, half of the
students present walked with
candles in hand from Slavin to
the Campus Ministry Center
where refreshments were

served.
Erica Rioux ’06, led the
event and said she thought the
night went smoothly. “I’m
really proud of how it turned
out,” she said. “I was really
pleased with the number of
people who showed up.”
Class holds Texas Hold’em
Poker Tournament
On Wednesday, April 28, the
Rebecca Shaw Memorial
Scholarship Foundation hosted
a Texas Hold’em Tournament in
memory of Rebecca Shaw ’01.
Shaw, who died last year in the
West Warwick Station Fire is
daughter of Dr. John Shaw,
professor of Marketing at PC.
The tournament, which
attracted about 125 students,
was part of a class project for
Professor King’s Organizational
Theory class. The first place
winner of the tournament won
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A Texas Hold’em Poker Tournament was held to benefit the
Rebecca Shaw Memorial Scholarship Foundation.

a $250 gift certificate to
Foxwoods, Kelly Dolan’04 and
Ted DeBettencourt ’05, who
helped to initiate the event, said
they were pleased with the

turnout and glad to see that so
many people had come to
support a meaningful cause.
—News briefs compiled by
Mallary Jean Tenore ’07

Campus Calendar for April 30 to May 6
Friday
30
8 p.m. Done With
College event for
seniors in McPhail’s
and Lower Slavin.

14 T
uesday

Sunday
2
1 p.m. A Capella
Concert in McPhails.

12-4 p.m. Department 8 p.m. Taco Bell
of Music Rhode Island night in McPhail’s.
Wind Ensemble
Concert in ’64 Hall

8 p.m. Wendy’s
night in McPhail’s.

Thursday

8 p.m. Krispy Kreme 8 p.m. Starbucks night in
McPhail’s.
night in McPhail’s.

12-4 p.m. Fennel Hall
Food, Football and
Fun at Hendricken
Field

Saturday

Wednesday

Monday

Extended Library Hours for Reading and Exam Periods
Friday, April 30: 8 a.m.— 10 p.m.
Saturday, April 30: 8 a.m. — 10 p.m.
Sunday, May 2: 10 a.m. — 1 a.m.
Monday, May 3: 8 a.m. — 2 a.m.

Tuesday, May 4: 8 a.m. — 2 a.m.
Wednesday, May 5: 8 a.m. — 2 a.m.
Thursday, May 6: 8 a.m. — 2 a.m.
Friday, May 7: 8 a.m. — 2 a.m.

Sanctions

Saturday, May 8: 8 a.m. — 10 p.m.
Sunday, May 9: Noon — 1 a.m.
Monday, May 10: 8 a.m. — 1 a.m.
Tuesday, May 11:8 a.m. — 7 p.m.

A Message from the Office of Off-Campus
Living

Administrative Review
April 5. 2004
Charges;
Student Handbook; P 36,11 1A
Guilty
Student Handbook: P. 42-43
a) R.I. Law
b) Social Gatherings
Guilty
Sanctions:
Fine: $500.00
Disciplinary Probation until May 1,
2005

Administrative Review
April 5,2004
Charges:
Student Handbook: P 36, II IA
Guilty
Student Handbook: P. 42-43
a) R.l. Law
b) Social Gatherings
Guilty
Sanctions:
Fine: $500.00
Disciplinary Probation until May I,
2005

Administrative Review
March 29,2004
Charges: Standards of Conduct
Student Handbook: P. 37, II2A
Guilty
Sanctions.
In-Kind Restitution: 75 Hours
Disciplinary Probation until May,
2005
Write Leiters of apology to students
who were on tour

Administrative Review
April 5, 2004
Charges:
Student Handbook: P. 36, Il 1A
Guilty
Student Handbook: P. 42-43
a) R.l. Law
b) Social Gatherings
Guilty
Sanctions.
Fine: $500.00
Disciplinary Probation until May 1,
2005

Administrative Review
April 5,2004
Charges:
Student Handbook: P. 36.11 1A
Guilty
Student Handbook: P. 42-43
a) R.l. Law
b) Social Gatherings
Guilty
Sanctions:
Fine: $500.00
Disciplinary Probation until May 1
2005

Administrative Review
March 31, 2004
Charges: Standards of Conduct
Student Handbook: P. 37, II 2A
Guilty
Sanctions:
Disciplinary Probation until Decernber 1,2004

Administrative Review
April 5, 2004
Charges:
Student Handbook: P. 36, Il 1A
Guilty
Student Handbook: P. 42-43
a) R.1 Law
b) Social Gatherings
Guilty
Sanctions:
Fine: $500.00
Disciplinary Probation until May 1,
2005

Administrative Review
April 5, 2004
Charges:
Student Handbook: P. 36, II 1A
Guilty
Student Handbook: P. 42-43
a) R.l Law
b) Social Gatherings
Guilty
Sanctions:
Fine: $500,00
Disciplinary Probation until May 1,
2005

Administrative Review
April 23,2004
Charges: Visitation Violation
Student Handbook: P. 12
Guilty
Sanctions:
Send letter of apology to students in
McVinney Hall, Room 1009
Fine: $100.00
Disciplinary Probation until Decentber, 2004

Summer: Apartment sublets
and roommates
Are you subletting your apartment, need
summer roommates? Staying in Provi
dence this summer? The Off-Campus
Living Office keeps listings for students
who wish to sub-lease their apartments or
are looking for summer apartments and/or
roommates. You need to drop by the office
and leave the necessary information you
wish to make available.

Class of 2005 and 2006
Commuters and students living
off-campus
Any student not living on campus next
academic year must register with the Office
of Off-Campus Living. Forms may now be
filled out in the O.C.L. office.
The Off-Campus Living Office is located
in Slavin Center 206.
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Information super-highway backed up
By Erin Ellingsen ’07
News Staff

When asked about problems
they’ve been having with their
computers, students have a lot
to say. “I can’t get online, and I
lose the connec
tion a lot,” said
Kaitlin O’Neill
’07.
Sarah Gudemach ’05 said,
“instant messenger is delayed a
lot.”
“It’s been really difficult to
access pages I need to access,”
said Kenny Perry ’06.
According to Rebecca
Ramos, Assistant Vice President
for Information Technology at
PC, all these problems stem
from one cause: viruses. Ed
Morin, Manager of User
Support, explained, “It’s caused
by the incredible traffic
clogging the hubs in the dorms.
It depends on how many
machines with viruses are
connected to a hub at a par
ticular moment.”
Computers that have a virus
slow down the entire system
simply by being on and

connected to the network, he
said. They do not have to
actually be signed-on to the
Internet. This means that
computers with viruses are
slowing down the Internet for
everyone.
Students find out that they
have a virus when they try to
sign on to the Internet and are
redirected to a page that informs
them of the virus and asks them
to go to Computer Services to
fix the problem. Morin said that
there are currently between 100
and 200 machines on campus
that are being redirected to this
notification page.
The problem is that students
are apparently not acting on this
notification.
“Either the
machines are on and they’re just
sitting there, or the students are
just using Instant Messenger
and aren’t connecting to the
Internet,” Morin said, and
therefore are not seeing the
notification page. To speed up
the internet for everyone, he
suggested turning off these idle
computers. Or, even better,
“Turn off the machines and
bring them to us.”

So what will Computer
Services do to exorcise a
computer’s demons? Ramos
explained that a program called
Stinger will clean the top 40
viruses off a computer. Stinger
is not the final solution,
however.
An anti-virus
program needs to be installed,
and, just as importantly, it needs
to be updated regularly.

[The Internet problems
are] caused by the
incredible traffic
clogging the hubs in the
dorms.
Ed Morin

“A lot of students either
don’t have this protection or
they think they have it but their
free trial has run out, or they
downloaded a program but
haven’t updated it,” said
Ramos. “Even if they’re paying
for software, they still need to
update it.”
The anti-virus software and
the updates can be downloaded

from the Internet. Viruses are a
huge problem, and they are only
getting worse. According to
Ramos, more viruses have been
circulating since January than in
all of 2003. For this reason, it is
important to update software.
Ramos even suggested doing it
every morning.
Morin said that PC currently
does not require students to
provide proof of anti-virus
protection in order to connect to
the network, unlike some large
research universities “who
practically have to.”
He said that there’s a very
good chance that such a policy
will be in place here next year.
For this reason, he urges
students to have their computers
serviced before the summer
break, so that they will be virusfree over the summer and ready
to go next fall.
Ramos cited the Easter break
as an example of what happens
when unprotected machines go
home and then return to connect
to PC’s network. She explained
that e-mail coming into PC is
filtered, but that when students
take their computers home they

are susceptible to picking up
viruses, which are then brought
back to school, plugged into the
network, and spread.
This situation wreaked
havoc on registration. Many
students could not access
Cyberfriar from their rooms,
sending droves of students to
the library and Accino Hall at
7:00 in the morning. However
this did not help Ricky Faillace
’07. “I couldn’t register until
7:30,” he said.
Some students tried to head
off problems by registering
from off-campus. Ramos said
that because Cyberfriar is a web
application, it is slowed down
for the same reason as the rest
of the Internet.
O’Neill tried to avoid
problems by calling home and
having a family member sign
her up for classes from her
home computer, but found that
this did not work as well as
planned.
“The page kept getting
redirected, then it wouldn’t
load,” she said. “I’m not signed
up for any classes now.”

Canavan: Sociology professor takes on challenge
continued from front page

and his contributions to PC, the
College has chosen to award
Canavan with an honorary
degree during commencement
on May 16.
Canavan said the award is a
culmination of his work at the
College, and will draw a
memorable closure to his career
at PC. “I am extraordinarily
honored. I never expected it. It
gives me an enormous sense of
satisfaction to be asked to
accept this award,” he said.
Filling Canavan’s shoes for
the 2004-2005 school year is
Lena, who has been appointed
to serve as interim Vice
President of Academic Ad
ministration for one year. Lena
will serve as interim until Rev.
Philip A. Smith, O.P., President
of the College, retires at the end
of next year, at which time the
new president will decide

whether or not to permanently
hire him for the position.
Lena, who is in his thirtieth
year of teaching at PC, has
instructed numerous sociology,
and public and community
service courses, and has served
on the Faculty Senate—of
which he is now president—for
28 years.
He will have to forego this
presidency and teaching when
he takes over the position. Not
being able to teach classes and
frequently interact with students
is something that Lena said he
will miss immensely.
“I have the best job in the
world. Every semester it’s a new
job with new students and new
challenges. It also offers me the
opportunity to continue being a
student. I learn from faculty, but
mostly from students,” he said.
Lena’s former students noted
that every class was a learning
experience. “He’s definitely

very student oriented,” said Erin
Early ’07 who had him for
honors Intro to Sociology first
semester. “He has the ability to
relate to students and he always
asks for our ideas.”
Matt Cleary ’04, who took
public and community service
classes with Lena, said it’s
unfortunate that he won’t be
teaching classes next year. “It’ll
be good for him but sad for
students,” he said. “He’s very
dedicated and open-minded—
you can tell he cares. He knows
what’s going on if you have
questions.”
When he takes on his new
position, Lena said he would
like to continue the “great
work” that Canavan has done
thus far, and continue working
toward pursuing accredited
programs such as the Business
Studies Division.
To ensure that students’
academic needs are met, Lena

said he hopes to engage in
conversations with admin
istrators on how teaching and
scholarship interact. “It’s all
about the students,” he stressed.
Lena said he also plans on
hiring new and diverse faculty
by promoting the benefits of PC
as a “great place” where
professors can teach and learn.
He also said he will consider the
College’s course offerings.
It is extremely important to
accommodate the growth of
educated students in the 21st
century, said Lena, as he
believes students are more
educated than they were when
he started teaching three
decades ago.
Lena will undergo training
with Canavan and Father Smith,
president of the College,
throughout the next few weeks
before assuming his position.
Having served the College for
many years, Lena said he has

developed a solid working
relationship with Father Smith,
which he hopes will continue
and ultimately aid in the
communication
of
his
proposals.
Lena admits that the job will
be very time consuming, but
said he feels he is prepared for
it, having been used to putting
in long hours each day. “It’s a
wonderful opportunity for me.
I always have and will continue
to serve the students and faculty
in any way that seems appro
priate,” he said.
In addition to working at the
College, Lena serves on the
Board of Providence Com
munity Health Centers. He also
volunteers weekly at the Sunrise
House, a residential facility in
Providence for people with
AIDS. Lena said he will not be
able to volunteer as much next
year due to the time constraints
of his new position.
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Congress looking back to the future
By Stephanie Barkus ’05
News Editor

As the school year comes to
a close, members of the senior
class will be leaving Providence
College and moving on to a new
phase of their
STUDENT lives.
For
CONGRESS Andrea Essner ’04, this
means saying goodbye to
Student Congress, of which she
served as President during her
senior year, and handing over
the reins to Patrick Doherty
’05, next year’s Congress
President.
Essner said that compared
to other years, this year was one
of the best Congresses that the
College has ever had. Evidence
of this, she said, is the fact that
she received many phone calls
and e-mails at the end of the
year regarding various issues
on campus. It’s “awesome”
that they thought to contact
Congress, she said.
Over the course of the past
year, Congress has been
involved in a number of events
both on and off-campus, some
of which took place for the first
time this year. One example of
this is the off-campus cleanup.
While Congress has done
cleanups in previous years, this
year was the first in which
Congress got other clubs and
organizations involved, with
organizations responsible for
cleaning a street in the neigh
borhood. Doherty said he
hopes to continue this next
year.
Another new event, Doherty
said, was trick-or-treating for

canned goods. On Halloween,
he explained, members of
Congress went door-to-door
asking for cans, which they
donated to the Ronald Mc
Donald House.
Congress is also sponsoring
a baseball team of 12 to 14 year
olds. While the idea had been
proposed previously, this was
the first year a team was
available for Congress to
sponsor.
The team, which is called PC
Congress, lost its first game of
the season. Colin Orr ’05,
Casey Richard ’05, and Doherty
help coach the team. Doherty
said that in a way, it’s “like
bringing baseball back to PC.”
Both Essner and Doherty
said that they would like to see
the level of involvement in the
community continue next year.
The classes have also put on
a number of events, such as the
Freshman Snow Ball and Junior
and Senior Nights.
“The classes have done an
amazing job with their events,”
said Essner.
Congress has also passed a
number of pieces of legislation
this year. Essner said that last
week, legislation was passed
recommending that PC extend
the hours that Peterson Rec
reation Center is open.
Previously, Congress passed
legislation to extend library
hours during reading and exam
periods. Other pieces included
those regarding bike racks and
recognizing new clubs and
organizations.
While Essner thought that
Congress had a successful year,
she did think there were things

COURTESY OF STUDENT CONGRESS

This year’s Student Congress is sponsoring a baseball team. Patrick Doherty ’05 and Casey
Richard ’05, pictured above, are among those helping to coach the team.
that could be improved upon
next year, such as elections.
Though voter turnout improved
this year, Essner said that
students need to be able to learn
more about the candidates and
their platforms than what they
see on posters and fliers.
Essner also thought that the
topics of meetings should be
publicized so that more students
can attend when issues they are
interested in are being discussed
at the meeting.
Doherty said that he and the
other members of Congress will

be focusing on visibility next
year, so that Congress will be
more accessible and students
will be able to see how it is
actually benefiting students at
the College.
“We want committees to be
more visible,” he said. He plans
on creating mission statements
for each committee at the
beginning of next year to help
accomplish this goal.
Also in terms of visibility,
Doherty said he would like to
be able to send campus-wide emails, which Congress cur

rently cannot do. This year,
Congress created an Instant
Messenger screen name to help
keep students updated about
events taking place. “This
year’s Congress was a lot more
visible than last year’s
Congress,” he said.
Essner said she learned
much from her experiences as
President of Congress. “I’ve
learned that to be a true leader,
you have to follow at times, and
that even though you know you
will not win, some things are
worth fighting for,” she said.
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ROTC: Students prepare for life in the army
future as an Engineer Officer.
While ROTC provided the
National Advanced Leadership structure that he needed for his
Camp where they are training, other aspects of college
competing against 4,500 other allowed him to have the life of
juniors in the ROTC program an average student.
“Things like making friends
from all over the country,”
McGonagle said. “Those and being in the Friars Club
coming out of our program have have allowed me to have a
over a 90% success rate in normal college experience
getting their first choice for their despite the fact that I committed
branch and duty assignments.” so much of my time to the
Greg Garcia ’04 will be ROTC program,” Kilner said.
spending two months in “My major also allowed me to
Kentucky and six months in pursue my interests in history.
Oklahoma for his initial training Eventually, I’m hoping to
in Field Artillery and then will continue on for hay Masters
head to Germany in March for Degree and teach.”
Kilner will be taking six
three years.
“I decided to try out the months off after graduation and
ROTC program when I was a he has not found out what unit
freshman and stuck with it for he will be assigned to. He is
the four years,” Garcia said. “I currently scheduled to leave in
am still waiting to find out what November for his Engineer
unit I will be in when I go to Officer Basic Course for
Germany, but I am ready to go fourteen weeks in Missouri.
McGonagle noted that it is
to Europe.”
Jamie Carmichael ’04 will very important to note that these
be going to Houston, Texas for students did not get to where
three months for Medical they are without a lot of intense
Service. A psychology major at work.
PC, he feels that the classes he
“They are expected to be up
took as a student will tie in to very early in the morning for
what he is planning on pursuing physical training,” he said.
in various ways. He is looking “They have spent a lot of time
forward to attending his Officer training, such as in the woods
Basic Course (OBC), in Texas. on the weekends learning the
“The Officer Basic Course is skills that they will need. It’s not
the most important step after we always pleasant, like when it’s
have completed the ROTC cold or raining. Through
program here at PC,” everything, the students in the
Carmichael said. “It trains you program work very hard.”
to lead troops in your branch.”
Reserve Officer Training
While some students take Corps (ROTC)/Military Sci
time off to relax after ence is offered as part of the
graduation, John Saporita ’04 elective curriculum as part of a
noted that many graduating in cooperation between Prov
the ROTC program do not have idence College and the United
that luxury.
States Army Cadet Command.
“I’m supposed to be leaving
The curriculum is divided
on Cornmencement Day,” into two parts: the Basic
Saporita said. “Basically, I have Leadership Program
is
to walk across the stage, receive completed by freshmen and
my diploma, walk out the door, sophomores and the Advanced
and get in a car and leave right Leadership Program is mastered
away.” Saporita will be going to by juniors and seniors. Those
Missouri for five months and students who do commit and
then going to Kentucky as an contract into the Advanced
Engineer Officer.
Leadership Program for their
Joseph Kilner ’04 said that upperclassman years are
the well-roundedness of eligible to pursue a commission
Providence College and the as an Army second lieutenant.
variety of experiences he has
Other students graduating
had while here has helped him from PC and leaving the ROTC
to become prepared for his program include Christopher

continued from front page

Above: Senior members,
pictured at the Military
Ball, have recently received
their assignments. After
graduation they will be
heading to various places to
continue their military
careers. Right: John
Saporita ’04 and Christo
pher Ahlemeyer ’04
rappelling off of a
60 foot tower.

Ahlemeyer ’04, Benjamin
Brown ’04, Michael Calcagni
’04, Glenn Cordozo ’04,
Michael Horne ’04, Patrick
Motto ’04, Timothy Norton ’04,
Jonathan O’Dea ’04, and
Edward Stoltenberg ’04. They
will be traveling to such areas
as Germany, Texas, North
Carolina, Hawaii, and Kentucky
for their Officer Basic Courses.
Many seniors graduating
from the program responded to
the fact that once they leave the
world of college behind, their
lives will change significantly.
They will no longer be living
the life of a student, but rather
that of a soldier.
“I think when I leave it will
be time to grow up a little bit,”
said Saporita. “College was fun,
but I won’t be able to do things
like go out on Thursday nights
with my friends anymore
whenever I feel like it.”
Kilner agreed. “A lot of

people graduating are very
reluctant to leave the college
atmosphere because they are
scared and want to prolong
responsibility like getting ajob.
I’m excited to go because I’m
ready to become a soldier. All
of the seniors in the program are
prepared. This is what we
signed up for.”
“The military has much
more structure than the average
college student’s life does,” said
Carmichael. “I’m not going to
be in situations where I can be
fooling around.”
Garcia also believed that his
carefree college days would be
a memory of the past in some
ways. “I’ll probably be getting
a lot less sleep than I did here,”
he joked.
PC’s program prepares its
future soldiers well with the
training it provides for four
years. The program is rated in
the top 10% of all college

programs nationally. Aca
demically and physically,
students coming out of the
program have a superior quality
of training under their belts by
the time they leave after four
years.
When questioned about the
possibility of going to Iraq, the
graduating seniors replied that
serving there would be
inevitable for them and that they
had no apprehensions about
going. McGonagle said that all
of the students clearly under
stand what the possi-bilities are
for them when they commit to
the program and that most of
them are actually looking
forward to going to Iraq if they
are sent.
“These young students will
all be going to Iraq at some
point,” McGonagle said. “Their
presence there is not a matter of
if they will be going, but rather
a matter of when.”

Come See the Real Face of Cuba
Help Create a People’s Foreign Policy.
Join the 15th Caravan of
Humanitarian Aid being
brought to Cuba and the
United States citizens this
June and July. Help
challenge the US blockade
against the people of Cuba.
The US government breaks
international law by blockading the Cuban people’s
access to medicine and food. Two hundred people, a
dozen painted school buses and 50 tons of school
supplies and medicines will bust through the block
ade this summer for the 15th time. Feel the power of
collective action and learn the truth about Cuba.

June 20July 3
Routes in US
and Canada

July 4-8

July 9-18

July 19

Orientation in
Texas and
border
crossing

Program in
Cuba and
return to US

Reverse
challenge
crossing into
US
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ATTENTION STUDENTS!
GET THE MOST MONEY FOR YOUR BOOKS!

SELL BACK YOUR BOOKS!
PC BOOKSTORE GIVING BACK
MORE MONEY THAN EVER!
Get up to 50% back on all of your books!
Finals Week at the Campus Bookstore in Slavin.
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Homogeneous PC population
by

Jill Szaro ’05
World Staff

Over the past few weeks, many
students living on campus have had notes
slipped under their doors regarding
issues of diversity both on campus and
in
the
classroom.
COLLEGE Distributed
by
an
NEWS anonymous group on
campus, it is clear that the
purpose of these notes is to raise
awareness, prompt questions, and spark
conversation about a serious issue that
many on campus feel has been pushed
aside for too long. The lack of diversity
among the PC student body needs to
finally be addressed by students, faculty,
and administrators as a serious problem
on this campus because on the national
level, Providence College is gaining a
reputation for being one of the most
homogenous colleges in the country.
According to the 2004 Princeton
Review of the 351 Best Colleges in the
nation, Providence College is ranked
number two for having a student body
that does not represent a wide variety of
diverse social and ethnic backgrounds.
About 84 percent of the student body is
composed of Caucasian students, while
roughly 6 percent of students are of, for
example, Asian, African American, or
Hispanic background. More specifically,
using data from the Providence College
Admissions Office, this year’s
graduating class, for example, is
composed of 89.5 percent White-non
Hispanics, 2.4 percent Hispanics, 1.5
percent Asians, 1.1 percent African
Americans, and 5.6 percent of unknown
background.

Compared to other colleges in the
area, it appears that it is not a priority on
campus to create a student body at
Providence College that draws from a
wide variety of social and ethnic
backgrounds. For example, neighboring
schools in Providence, such as Brown
University and Rhode Island School of
Design appear to have made it a point to
admit many students from many different
backgrounds. According to the Princeton

Diversity on this campus
is basically American
Eagle or Abercrombie
and Fitch. Not to say
that there aren’t different
people here, but the
majority are homog
enous.
Hallelujah Walcott ’06

Review, only about 50 percent of the
Brown campus is Caucasian, while
RISD’s student body is only about 54
percent Caucasian. Even Johnson and
Wales University has made an effort to
bring minority students to campus, with
about 73 percent of the campus being
Caucasian.
These statistics are
significantly different from Providence
College and other typical Catholic
colleges. Besides PC, other colleges on
the Princeton Review list of schools with
homogenous student bodies include
Fairfield University, Villanova
University, Loyola College of Maryland,
College of the Holy Cross, and Saint
Anselm College.

The lack of diversity on campus
troubles Paula Esposito ’05 because,
“the campus does not represent the
diversity of the real world. Instead, it
places the students on this campus in a
misleading bubble that everyone they
encounter will be exactly the same. It
prevents them from developing
important relationships with people of
different backgrounds and I think it is
very sad.”
With most people realizing that there
is a problem on the Providence College
campus with the lack of diversity among
the student body, what are some
possible solutions? According to Carlye
Atkinson ‘05, “for anything to work,
there needs to be an attitude change at
Providence, by both students and the
administration, in demanding a college
that has students with different
backgrounds, experiences, lifestyles,
and attitudes. This does not mean the
school has to lower standards to recruit
groups...Instead, you have to actively
recruit, not for athletics or to fill a quota,
but because a college that appeals to
all.”
Many students on campus find these
statistics to be very unsettling because
it portrays Providence as a college that
is intent on keeping the student body as
similar as possible. Dr. Canavan
recently addressed the faculty Senate
and cited a 25 percent increase in
African American, Asian, and Native
American (AHANA) students in the
applicant pool for 2008. There was also
a 23 percent increase in the number of
AHANA students invited to enroll.
Sources: Spectrum, Princeton Review,
PC Admissions

Thousands injured in wreck
by

Page 7

Ask
PC
Should PC diversify?

“Yes, because it brings a new
perspective to the classroom. As it
is discussions do little to broaden
our horizens. You can’t carry on a
debate when everyone has similar
viewpoints.”

Michelle Dantuano ’07

“Definitely. We are number two in
homogeneity in the country.
Everywhere else you go is exposed
to more culture.”
Greg Damiani ’06

Matthew Sullivan ’06
World Staff

Approximately 161 people were
killed, and thousands more injured in
Ryongchon, North Korea last Thursday
when two trains collided there.
The international
community has offered
WORLD
assistance to deal with the
tragedy but the guarded
North Korean government has been slow
to respond. After colliding, the trains
exploded as a result of the combination
of oil and chemicals leaking from the two
trains. Many children were believed to
have been killed because large parts of
the train flew into a nearby school.
Over 8,000 homes were either
destroyed or damaged as a result of the
blast as well, and an estimated $365
million of damage has been done to the
surrounding area. Complete details were
slow to come because of the North
Korean government’s lack of
information.
News of the disaster first came from
China following pressure from Western
countries to break the story. China has
sent assistance by trains, and United
Nations and International Red Cross
officials on the ground have helped feed
and shelter the suffering Koreans.
Members of the United Nation World
Food Program believed that several tons
of food would be needed to help feed
those affected.
Offers of assistance have come from
the United States, South Korea, Japan,
Australia, and other Western nations.
President Kim Jong II of North Korea

“Sure. You see flyers everywhere
about minorities, but really there
are no minorities here. The school
could make more of an effort to
enroll more minorities.”
Mike Calcagni ’04

Unidentified injured victims of Thursday’s train explosion lay on beds in
the People’s hospital in Sinuiji, North Korea.
has been slow to respond to international
help because of political concerns. Some
believe Kim fears that if Western nations
deliver assistance, it will be used as an
inroad in diplomacy with North Korea
regarding its nuclear weapons program.
However, the United States has said it is
offering aid to address the disaster, not
as a means of diplomacy. Kim had just
traveled through the Ryongchon by train,
before the explosion after a secret and rare
visit made to China.
Questions still surround the cause of
the accidents and the subsequent

explosion and whether it was a result
of sabotage or human error. South
Korea’s unification minister, Jeong Se
Hyun, said that it did not appear to be
the result of an attack. “It seems that
possibility is not likely, considering the
time of the accident,” said Jeong.
However human rights activist Kim
Sang Hun disagreed, “I would not be
so surprised if it turned out to be a
planned attempt.”

“Yes. Lots of other schools have
more diversity. Really, the world is
diverse and PC is not a true
representation of that”

Sources: Reuters, Associated Press,
New York Times

Compiled by Allison Herrmann ’07
and Julianne Stohrer ’07

Jackie McCormick ’06 and Becca
Murphy ’06

Week in Review
Compiled by Danica Pecirep ’04

Local:
Amateur boxer Jason Estrada of
Providence, R.I. will be representing the
United States at the Olympics in Greece
this summer. Estrada, who has a six and
one record and weighs in at 245 pounds,
is the first boxer to win both the U.S.
Nationals and the U.S. Challenge three
years in a row (2001-2003). He holds a
renowned career record of 261 wins and
14 losses in U.S. competition. After his
victory at the 2004 U.S. Box-Offs he
qualified for the U.S. Olympic team.
At the Olympics, Estrada is among
three champions considered medal
favorites in the super heavyweight
class. The other two favorites are
Alexander Povetkin of Russia and

college

News

Michael Nunez of Cuba.
Next week the boxer heads to
Colorado Springs, home of Team USA’s
training camp, to train for three weeks.
A fundraiser entitled, “The Road to
Athens goes through Providence” is
being held in Providence on June 4th to
cover the costs of his family’s travel to
and stay in Greece.
National:
On Monday a new fifty-dollar bill
was unveiled as part of the nation’s effort
to thwart counterfeiting. The fifty, which
was last made over in 1997, now includes
new enhanced features including: red,
white, and blue colors, an embedded
security thread that glows under ultra
violet light, watermarks that can only be

seen when held up to light, and color
shifting ink that looks green straight-on
and looks black at an angle. The U.S.
Bureau of Engraving and Printing
expects to print 76.8 million of the new
fifty dollar bills this year.
Commenting on the new bill,
Treasury Secretary John Stowe said,
“The new design is more secure than
ever before. We believe it will be
extremely effective in discouraging
counterfeiters.”
International:
Jordanian authorities announced
Monday that they had prevented an
alleged al-Queda plot which would have
been more deadly than anything the
group has done before, including the

Scowls for April Fools

By Sarah Long ’04
World Editor 2003-2004

April Fools editions of college
newspapers are not always funny, and
consequences can be dire for
newspapers that go too far. Just ask
Carnegie Mellon University, The
University of Scranton, and the
University of Nebraska at Omaha.
Carnegie Mellon University’s
student newspaper, the Tartan,
voluntarily shut down after a cartoon in
their April fool’s edition, the Narat (The
Tartan backwards) caused an uproar on
campus. The cartoon depicted a goat
who used a racial slur to tell a mouse
that it had hit an African-American
person on a bike.
The cartoonist, Bob Rost, was fired.
He told a group of protesters that, “It
wasn’t my personal views. It was
intended as humor about the people who
actually think that way.”
The Tartan’s Editor-in-Chief, Alex
Mesague, said that he made a mistake
and that fatigue clouded his judgement.
The University of Nebraska at
Omaha’s The Gateway apologized in
their online edition for calling their
newspaper Ghettoway after the NAACP,
the Urban League, and other community
organizations filed complaints to the
Nebraska Chancellor that the name is
racist.
The University of Scranton’s The
Aquinas also shut down after they
parodied Mel Gibson’s “The Passion of
Christ,” their administration, and their
fellow Jesuit University, Georgetown.
These papers did not learn the lesson
from Stetson University’s paper last

Weekly__

Spotlight
By Phoebe Patterson ’06
World Staff

While James William Fulbright
introduced legislation that helped
establish the United Nations, chaired the
Senate Committee on Foreign Relations
for 29 years, and fervently spoke out
against the Vietnam War. He is best
known for instituting the Fulbright
Scholarship Program, an international
educational program that gives grants
to students to study abroad.
Fulbright was born on April 9, 1905
in Sumner Missouri. He received his
B.A. degree in Political Science at the
University of Arkansas in 1925 and re
ceived an M.A. degree as a Rhodes
Scholar at Oxford University.
Upon returning to the U.S., Fulbright
studied law at George Washington Uni
versity in Washington D.C., was admit
ted to the bar, and became an attorney
in the anti-trust division of the United
States Department of Justice in 1934.

year, when the University suspended
publication for the remainder of the
semester and fired the entire editorial
staff. University officials said that The
Reporter had gone too far when they
saterized a lecture about the need for
diversity with an article about a racist
Civil War enthusiast drinking beer at a
podium. They also published a sex
column in ebonies, a fake advertisement
for spray to “kill townies dead,” and
profanity in large letters, with “because
we are allowed to print it” written next
to it.
If any good has come out of these
recent debacles, it is an open dialogue
about these sensitive issues. The
Gateway, for example, held a forum on
race and sexuality in response to the
uproar in the community. Chancellor
Nancy Belck said, “It has allowed us to
have a broader opportunity for
discussion.”
She said that the crisis highlights the
need to address journalistic ethics and to
rethink the line between what is funny
and what is offensive. “It’s very difficult,
even according to the most experienced
journalists, to be funny and not offend
with this kind of humor,” she said.
At Carnegie Mellon, about 75
students, all of whom were AfricanAmerican, protested the cartoon. One
student, Tommy Taylor, an engineering
and public policy major, said “Step by
step and only through such mass efforts
like this will we as a race gradually break
the image that every black person is a
modern day minstral show, sex addict,
drug dealer, thug, or rapper who cares
about nothing more than his ‘bling-bling.’
We are not all illegitimate fathers and

mothers, incapable of speaking proper
English and devoid of all higher-level
thought.”
The Tartan plans to appoint an ethics
manager for when they resume
publication in the fall. Carnegie
Mellon’s Dean of Student Affairs,
Michael Murphy, said, “The Tartan is
sitting in judgement of itself.. The
administration will also sit in judgement
of The Tartan and the students involved
in this.”
It is a tradition of many college
newspapers to publish an April fools
edition. The Cowl has its own annual
The Scowl, which makes fun of college
life, itself, and other campus
organizations.
Vice President Fr. Stuart McPhail, the
publisher of The Cowl, said, “The Cowl
has set a certain standard that it lives up
to each week. You guys [The Cowl Edi
torial Board] need to ask the question
‘Does [The Scowl] take away from The
Cowl’s respect and credibility?”’
He cited the problem with The Cowl’s
April Fools issue is that there is a fine
line between sarcasm and satire. “Sat
ire is a gift. There are many good news
writers who can’t do satire.”
However, April Fools editions have
become less common, according to Mark
Goodman, Executive Director of the
Student Press Law Center in Arlington,
Va. They were very poopular in the 70s
and 80s according to Goodman, and he
attributes their decline to a growing
professionalism among college
newspapers.
Sources: Pittsburg Post-Gazette, USA
Today, Associated Press

September 11th attacks. The plot, they
claim, was to release a “toxic cloud” of
chemicals in Amman, Jordan’s capital,
and was to be carried out within just a
few days.
In a series of raids Jordanians say
they seized 20 tons of the deadly
chemicals. Jordanian security forces
also are said to have raided the terrorists’
cell, killing four men, and arresting at
least three others, including Azmi
Jayyousi, the suspected ringleader.
Specific targets were to have included
the U.S. Embassy, the Jordanian prime
minister’s office, and the Jordanian
intelligence headquarters.

Sources: Associated Press, CNN, Yahoo

ODDL
Y ENOUGH
“Why my brain hates
your mistakes”
Ever wince when you see a complete
stranger making a foolish mistake?
Dutch researchers believe they have
figured out why. According to a study
by a team at the University of Nijmegen
in the Netherlands, the same area of the
brain is affected when watching others
make mistakes as when a person makes
his or her own mistakes.
The experiment, conducted by Hein
van Schie and colleagues, required
attaching electrodes to 16 men and
women to measure brain activity. The
volunteers undertook a simplistic
computer task moving a joystick in the
same direction as arrows appearing on
the screen, being instructed to respond
quickly and accurately. The participants
then watched others attempt the same
task.
After each trial the participants were
told if they were correct. When people
realized they had made an error, a
distinctive electrical signal arose from
the anterior cingulate cortex, a particular
region of the brain. The same electrical
signal arose when volunteers saw others
make a mistake.
The researchers concluded, “These
data suggest that similar neural
mechanisms are involved in monitoring
one’s own actions and the actions of
others.” Their findings help illuminate
how human beings learn by watching
one another. The research will be in the
May issue of the Journal of Nature
Neuroscience.
Source: Reuters
—Kathryn Treadway ’06

Sen. William J. Fulbright
Fulbright entered the House of Rep
resentatives in 1942 and shortly after his
election, the House adopted the Fulbright
Resolution, which supported interna
tional peace-keeping initiatives and en
couraged the United States to participate
in what became the United Nations.
Fulbright success in the House carried
into the Senate after his election in 1944.
He chaired the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee from 1945 to 1974, making
him the longest serving chairman on that
committee in history. Under his tenure
the Senate passed die Fulbright Act in
1946.
“The Fulbright Program aims to bring
a little more knowledge, a little more rea
son, and a little more compassion into
world affairs and thereby to increase the
chance that nations will learn at last to
live in peace and friendship,” Fulbright
said upon the creation of the program.
Since its inception more than fifty
years ago, the Fulbright Program has pro
vided more than 255,000 students with

ships based on their academic merit and
leadership potential.
Among the 4,500 students selected
annually, Frank Caliva ‘04 is the third
PC student to be awarded the prestigious
scholarship. After studying German at
PC, Caliva took advice from Professor
Guosie and applied for the scholarship
to study in Berlin. “I didn’t think I was
going to get it,” Caliva said. “Getting
the scholarship was a huge surprise and
a very big honor.” Caliva hopes to some
day work for the State Department, be
come involved with a think tank, or work
in the international business scene.

Sources: Bureau of Educational and
Cultural Affairs and Biographical Direc
tory of the United States Congress
the opportunity to exchange ideas and
develop solutions to international con
flict with students from other countries.
Students are selected for these scholar-

Turn to page 4 of the Special Com
mencement Issue to read more about
PC’s own Fulbright scholar, Frank
Caliva, former Editor-In-Chief of The
Cowl.
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Heart of the Matter
Commencement speaker causes campus controversy
Mike Raia "05 takes the left and Juliette Paul ’05 takes the right to
debate the issue of the keynote speaker
hen I was eight years old, implies something different—mostly an
espect does not come ceremony.
my parish pastor asked me imbalance in gender “equivalency.” The
The feminist movement, like many
unconditionally; it is earned,
to be one of the twelve Church and Archbishop in no way
nourished, and valued over social reform progressions of the Civil
parishioners to have her oppose feminism. Rather, both warn
long periods of time. When Rights Era, fought for universal
against
the dangerous possibility of
feet washed at the Holy Thursday
Mass.
respect is assumed because of ainclusion
sacred into all sectors of this country’s
I was thrilled at gender “in equivalency” that the preface
cloak or a political office, it is replaced democratic
my triumph. “radical” might entail.
society. The
with public opposition and shame.
“Juliette Paul,
As far as feet washing is concerned,
of
Boston Archbishop Sean P. O’Malley, idea
member of the the Vatican rubric for the ritual from the
a
O.F.M. Cap., the keynote speaker at next building
13th century is the Latin phrase, “viri
St. Vincent Fer
month’s
Providence
College culture that
rer Children’s selecti,” meaning “the men who have
Commencement ceremony, lost this celebrates both
Choir,”
I been chosen.” In the April 10 issue of
respect and should lose the privilege of working men
and women,
thought, “Was The Boston Globe, Archbishop
addressing the Class of 2004.
spokesman,
Rev.
recognized for O’Malley’s
During Holy Week, Archbishop guarantees
her religious Christopher J. Coyne, stated that the
O’Malley belittled any insurgence of lay equal pay for
piety, and was Archbishop was not seeking to change
questions of the faith as a “breakdown equal work,
practice throughout the archdiocese, but
asked to par
of authority” in the Church. When that and defends
ticipate in this was merely continuing to perform the
authority ignores scandal, politically- the promise of
solemn ritual.” ceremony himself as he always has. It is
based exclusion, and unapologetic equivalent
As I came to a also important to remember that no other
bigotry, it should be the subject of opportunities
better under
religious institution honors a woman the
for success
questioning.
standing of the way the Catholic Church honors Mary.
Archbishop O’Malley’s authority emerged from
Church, I rea
Archbishop O’Malley recently joined
faced immediate controversy when he the leadership
lized the ritual many other bishops in supporting a
Betty
first arrived in Boston. He has thrived of
washing was a doctrinal note issued last year by Pope
on a career of replacing disgraced Friedan and
symbol
of John Paul II, which stated, “a wellofficials amidst scandalous turmoil. In the tradition of
Christ’s invi
formed Christian conscience does not
2002, following a scandal that fueled the Mahatma
tation to the first permit one to vote for a political program
media’s fire for the Boston scandal later Gandhi and
12 apostles to or an individual law which contradicts
that year, Archbishop O’Malley took Martin Luther
become the first the fundamental contents of faith and
over for Bishop Anthony O’Connell in King. How can
prototypes of morals.”
Palm Beach, Fla. To those betrayed by a movement
On account of the Vatican document,
the priesthood.
the Church’s past failures and those based on the
Participants are Arbishop O’Malley and other U.S.
looking for a return to Catholic moral same ideals of
bishops recently warned pro-abortion,
chosen by pas
leadership, Archbishop O’Malley is a inclusion and
tors to act as Catholic politicians, which would
political figurehead running an ill-fated equality that
www.stmargaretdorchester.org
the Church
include Sen. John Kerry (D-Mass.), of
symbols of dis
public relations campaign.
Boston Archbishop Sean P.
cipleship, and their spiritual unfitness to receive the
Archbishop O’Malley is a proper fit championed
O’Malley, O.F.M. Cap.
in the case of Sacrament. I first heard this from a
for this public relations role, as he has four decades
all-male groups, student who told me, “Our keynote
taken the scandals of the Boston ago be among
speaker wouldn’t give Kerry
apost-leship.
Archdiocese off the front pages of the gravest
Recent communion when he went up to receive
of
national newspapers. However, he has evils
controversy it.” Somehow, a misinformed student
flooded campaign headlines by American
struck campus must have interpreted the Archbishop’s
providing kindling to the news of the culture?
concerning the general statement to mean a direct
How can a
Church’s partisan crusade. Archbishop
righteousness refusal to distribute the Eucharist to
O’Malley, without explicitly naming Church
Kerry in the Easter Sunday Communion
behind the Col
Catholic presidential candidate Sen. official equate
lege’s invitation line. It is the Archbishop’s job to respond
John F. Kerry (D - Mass.), said in a civil rights to
to the Vatican with obedience, act as the
to Boston Arch
recent interview with LifeSiteNews.com “hedonism”
bishop Sean P. spiritual “shepherd” to all in his diocese,
that, “These [Catholic, pro-choice] and “the drug
O’Malley, and, especially in Boston, rejuvenate
politicians should know that if they’re culture” while
O.F.M. Cap., to conservative devotion to the faith.
not voting correctly on these life issues claiming to be
Unlike many other bishops this Easter
deliver the key
that they shouldn’t dare come to well-versed in
note address to season, Archbishop O’Malley did not
communion.” These partisan motives, the all-loving
the Class of place a Eucharistic sanction on
ignoring the separation of church and history of his
2004.
Now, politicians. Kerry did receive
state, are pushing a dangerously faith’s
false accusa
communion at his Boston Church on
conservative agenda on an extremely teachings?
tions have been Easter Sunday.
influential, swing demographic that once Universal
held against
The PC community should
carried the torch of social justice for the inclusion in
Archbishop recompense this misundertanding in two
the arenas of
American electorate.
O’Malley’s ways. First, when you read ChurchArchbishop O’Malley and other American
recent state
focused articles similar to Dick Ryan’s
single-issue Catholics fail to see the participation is
ments involving in the April 15 issue of Newsday, that
subtleties of secular democratic debate. neither
women in the state anything like, “a few feverishly
Kerry, in agreement with nearly half of “hostile” nor
Church. At the arrogant old men in today’s hierarchy
American Catholics, personally opposes “alien” to the
Holy Thursday truly epitomize a dying medieval culture
abortion but believes Americans should Catholic faith
Mass, the Arch
much closer to the dinosaur than to the
have the choice to make that decision. in this country.
This is as noble a position as any, as it Such movements fall directly in line with bishop washed the feet of a male group, divine,” please preserve your
upholds the sanctity of free-will that God the Church’s activist history of American and during his Chrism Mass homily, intelligence and move on to consider a
endowed us with upon creation. participation that helped elect John F. listed “radical feminism” as one of the more credible report.
Secondly, we must show respect
Moreover, by casting judgment on Kennedy as the first Catholic president. many secular obstacles that make the
The unmitigated goal of quixotic United States “a hostile, alien where it is due. It would be embarrassing
another’s conscience, Archbishop
O’Malley has removed God from reform threatens the established environment.” Journalists without a to our Dominicans, Administration, and
bestowing grace and left that role to the authority and makes such reformed correct understanding of Holy Week the majority of the student body if any
rituals misrepresent the Archbishop’s sign of protest diminished the
inclusion institutional.
failed authority of human error.
The Class of 2004 can stand up to the behavior. As a result, ignorant students celebratory spirit of the Commencement
While Archbishop O’Malley’s subtle
denial of grace to pro-choice Catholics danger of misguided authority by are leaking their version of the story Exercises. No one can claim that
has created controversy across the demanding that the College withdraw its around campus, “The Archbishop of Archbishop O’Malley has not done a fine
job in repairing the morale of many
invitation
to Boston said he hates feminists.”
country, his public statements cataloging Commencement
Any self-respecting feminist would Catholic Bostonians. We should feel
the women’s rights movement among the Archbishop O’Malley. If the College
“gravest evils” of American culture and refuses, by all means, there is an tell you that anyone, even a man, can call fortunate that a dedicated and
“dangerous” to the Catholic faith has obligation to threaten authority by himself “a feminist,” since this title accomplished leader would honor
sparked a rumored demonstration by the walking out the doors of the Dunkin’ implies respect for gender equivalency. Providence College by accepting our
The title “radical feminist,” however, invitation to give the keynote address.
Class of 2004 at their commencement Donut Center a few minutes early.
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The choice of
keynote speaker
for the
Commencement
ceremonies of the
Class of2004
has caused great
controversy on
campus.
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Letters to the Editor:
Financial woes lead to a shortened stay at P.C.
My mother graduated from Provi
dence College in 1979. I was hoping to
graduate from Providence College in
2007, but this is not going to happen.
Unfortunately, due to financial reasons,
I will be unable remain at P.C. I am not
bitter for having to leave, just upset that
when I needed help the Providence Col
lege “family” was not there for me. I
am sad to have to leave, and I will miss

each and every one of the amazing
people I have met here at P.C. terribly,
especially those I have grown closest to.
Thank you for a time in my life I will
never forget, I just hope it could have
lasted longer.

Erin Doherty
Formerly class of ’07

The denial of love gives birth to hate
Love is a universal human right, and
no one should have the power to decide
for another who they are allowed to love.
There are over three million same-sex
couples in this country who are devoted
to each other yet are being denied basic
legal rights.
How would you feel if you were in
formed that your loved one was in the
hospital and could possibly die, but you
are unable to see them because you are
not legally married? Tears come to my
eyes as I think of not seeing a loved one
for the last goodbye. Love is so power
ful, precious, and these days true love is
so rare. Why would someone wish to
abolish the most beautiful gift human
kind has to offer?
The founders of the Constitution es
tablished the principle of separation of
church and state in order to uphold equal
ity under the law. The gay marriage de
bate is strictly legal and not religious.
People could still maintain their religious
beliefs, as marriage is a legal matter. For
example, the Catholic Church does not
recognize remarried couples yet the
United States’ government extends rights
to these individuals. People should not
be forced into unhealthy and empty mar
riages because they are not able to marry
the person whom they love.
If gay marriage were legal this coun
try would be strengthening the founda
tion of marriage through the millions of
devoted, loving, and committed couples.
It is a fact that over 50 percent of het-

erosexual marriages in the United States
end in divorce. Does that not ruin the
sanctity of marriage?
There are many national and repu
table organizations that support samesex parenting such as the American Psy
chological Association, Child Welfare
League of America, American Academy
of Family Physicians, and North Ameri
can Council on Adoptable Children.
Researchers have studied different fam
ily relationships affecting children, and
it is evident that it is the qualities of love,
stability, and happiness that help to raise
a child, not a heterosexual couple. The
one to nine million children currently
being raised by gay and lesbian parents
in the United States show no difference
in academic achievement, psychological
well-being, and social abilities than those
raised by heterosexual couples.
Studies have also shown that treat
ing same-sex couples as families under
the law could possibly save taxpayers
money because marriage would require
they assume the legal responsibility for
their joint living expenses and reduce
their dependence on public assistance
programs such as Medicaid.
Every amendment to the Constitution
has granted rights, the Federal Marriage
Amendment would deny millions of
Americans basic human rights. Do you
wish to live in a country that wishes to
deprive individuals of their happiness?
Lara Thompson ‘05

For more of the debate on gay marriage, check out www.TheCowl.com.
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PC students need more
Dominican interaction
by Terence Sweeney ’06

Commentary Staff

I want readers to consider this article
not as a scathing review of unfortunate
circumstances or a polemic against the
clergy, but rather as a plea. A plea based
on respect, admiraCAMPUS tion, and love, be
cause those are my
feelings towards the
clergy and towards the Dominicans. I
am trying to point out a problem here at
Providence College. I am calling the
Dominicans back into our lives. I
believe that there is a desire amongst
many students here to know, learn about,
and become friends with the priests here
at P.C. and that desire is not being
fulfilled.
A good college is not merely a group
of disconnected students and faculty
intent on learning and having a good
time, but it is also meant to be a
community, a bond between students,
faculty, administrators, and - here at PC
- with our priests. The most unique
thing about PC is the Dominicans.
Nowhere else in the United States can
you find a college run by the Dominican
Order. I say with pride that the students
at PC are the flock of the Dominicans. I
must also say with great sadness that
there is a wall here at PC between the
Dominicans and the student body.
A great deal of the burden for this
state of affairs lies with the students
themselves. Many consider themselves
far too cool to have a discussion with a
priest. This is not universally true of
PC students. There are many students
here, including Catholics, Protestants,
those of different or no particular
spiritual beliefs who yearn to talk to a
Dominican. All students here could
benefit from more contact with priests.
The responsibility of a priest goes
beyond the Confessional booth and a
weekly sermon. They are meant to be
our guides and friends in our time here
and beyond.
Last month about a hundred students
spent an hour and a half or more in the
basement of St. Dominic’s Chapel at
Pasta with Padres. Those students were
not there just to get a free meal; they
wanted and expected a Dominican at
every table to talk to, to befriend, and to
learn from. A hundred students reached
out their hands and asked the

Dominicans to reach back, but there
were only four Dominicans there. I
commend the Fathers who attended, but
I ask where the other priests were. There
should have been a priest for every table
to join in this dinner. The students there
wanted to share a meal, to break bread
with their Priests, but they could not.
I realize that Dominicans have many
responsibilities. They live a life of
prayer, sacrifice, and scholarship that I
deeply admire. But this cannot be all
that they do. We are living in a time
when the Church is faced with great
struggles. In Europe, Christianity is all
but a relic, and in America the priesthood
has taken several terrible blows in the
past few years. The Dominicans have a
chance to create a strong positive student
perspective regarding Christian and
ordained life.
I believe that the
Dominicans and students at PC have so
much more to offer each other.
How can the Dominicans create a
strong and vibrant bond between
themselves and the students? There are
many ways. Sit outside of Slavin
together and show students that priests
are similar to students; they laugh,joke,
and talk as we do. Eat in Ray Cafe
sometimes, attend PC functions like
Clam Jam, poetry readings, philosophy
club, basketball and hockey games. Play
catch with students, grab a drink in
McPhail’s with undergraduates, sit down
and talk to students that you don’t know.
There should be 15-20 Dominicans at
every Pasta with Padres. And to the
students, I say be open, be willing, reach
back to the Dominicans. When you see
them at Clam Jam hang out with them,
and learn from them. This is our chance
to create a Christian community where
different people share their lives.
I realize that this all may sound a bit
idyllic, and many will doubt that it could
ever succeed, but I think it could. PC
can be a true community of priests,
professors, and students. When St.
Dominic first formed the Order of
Preachers he did not send them to a
cloister, he sent them out into the world.
He sent them to preach to and teach
people. The students are such people.
Come to us and form the social bonds
that a Church and community require to
sustain itself. Be our preachers, our
friends, our teachers, our dinner mates,
our neighbors. Be our priests.
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Tangents and Tirades for all summer long...
Fear of the future Do any other Juniors get severe panic attacks when they begin
to think about next year? I know that lately, thinking about everything that will be
happening next semester has me ready to hide under my covers and never come
out. Graduate school applications, GRE’s, and job interviews are just a few of the
things that loom in the near future. When I think about these things I begin to
hyperventilate. But then I remind myself that I have survived two years of DWC,
and three years of college with all of the stress - academic and social — that go
along with that. So, Class of 2005, no matter how scary it seems, we can make it!
And next year will be our best at PC yet! -Caitlin Ford ’05

Civ sticks on hot summer days
Well it is summertime and all of my loyal
readers and I must be separated for an unimaginably long time. So I have a few
passing thoughts before we all dive into the summer heat and freedom. My message
for all of you ecstatic sophomores who are so close to finally finishing Civ is this:
you will never be “Done With Civ.” We live in the great tradition of the West and
although that tradition is possibly on its last leg we must continually strive to
understand it. My message is simple, keep on studying the West. DWC does not
cover everything we need to know. This summer, pick up some books and keep on
learning and do not forget about newspapers. Know about Civ now and in the past.
So have a great summer, keep reading, and I will see you in September my loyal
fans (all five of you). —Terence Sweeney ’06

Smells Like Young Adult Spirit
Hey sport fans, in case you missed it, this
Monday was my birthday. I turned 20 and in honor of my descent from Sugar
Mountain (and self glorification) I am sharing highlights from a fifth of a century
of life. 1. My first girlfriend. As unbelievable as summer camp romances are to
your friends from home, I took that to the next level by dating a girl from Canada.. .at
summer camp. 2. Knowing all my state capitals, even South Carolina. 3. Aiding
and abetting runaway slaves on the Underground Railroad. 4. Constantly confus
ing my own life with the story of Harriet Tubman. - Chris Ackley ’06
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GRAPHIC BY STEPHANIE SMITH '06

It may be summer soon, but that doesn’t mean that the
A&E staff is off-duty—we've already compiled a list of
' summer 2004 releases with our predictions

Home Theater
A guide to theater in your neck of the
woods this summer
by Anna

Kukowski ’06

A&E Staff

If you’re leaving Providence for the
summer, that doesn’t mean that you need
to leave theater behind with it. Missed
Rent and Mamma Mia while they were
here? Didn’t make it to Trinity
Repertory Theater’s last show? Don’t
worry. Once you’re home (and the cash
from that summer job starts flowing in)
there are tons of things that you can still
see.
Right here in Providence, the theater
lineup still goes strong. If you have a
little extra time during finals week (ha!),
a good study break might be to catch
West Side Story downtown at the Trinity
Repertory Theater. Don’t fear—this isn’t
a repeat of last year’s miserly attempt of

the Jerome Robbins and Leonard
Bernstein collaboration. Instead, this
show combines Trinity Company
members with a few outside actors to
create what’s hopefully a strong showing
of this singing and dancing American
classic—probably with its own,
distinctive Trinity flair. Also, the
Providence Performing Arts center will
feature Andrew Lloyd Webber’s roller
skating (yes, roller-skating) spectacular
Starlight Express, running May 18 to 23.
And for a little Shakespeare, make sure
to check out the Sandra Feinstein-Gamm
Theater perform Julius Caesar.
If you’re from the Greater Boston
area, you’re also in luck. The widely
acclaimed Paul Taylor Dance Company
returns to Boston with its fluid and
HOME/Page 16

PC’s own film fest
Wednesday night, the first annual student/
alumni film festival wowed audiences
by

Pat Egan ’05

Asst. A&E Editor

So I walked into PC’s “Student/
Alumni Film Fest ’04” a little bit
skeptical. Don’t get me wrong, I was
looking forward to seeing what the
festival had to offer, but for all the wrong
reasons. I figured that most, if not all,
of the films shown would be corny,
stupid, or just plain bad. Well, the PC
Film Fest pleasantly surprised me. The
festival offered a variety of well-done
films, including everything from
documentary-style projects to a PC
student’s own version of Fox’s hit TV
show The O.C. I can’t go through all
the films that were shown throughout the
course of the night (there were a total of
ten), so I’ll just highlight a few of my

favorites.
Director Adrienne Johnson’s (class of
’05) “Much Ado About Nothing:
Competition at Blackfrairs” offered a
behind the scenes look at the audition
process for last fall’s Blackfriar
production of one of the Bard’s most
popular romantic comedies. Johnson
interviewed the play’s director and two
PC ladies competing for the coveted role
of Beatrice. Tire interview session with
the director was nothing special, but the
sessions focusing on the two students
proved to be especially entertaining.
These sessions were at the heart of the
film, and it was nice to see that instead
of putting one another down, both
aspiring actresses genuinely supported
one another (granted, they could have
FILM/Page 13
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Picks Urban Elements
of the The Third Annual
Week Biggie Hip-Hop Awards
\

a

'06

by Mike Holland
Stale

A&E

movie
Boyz N the Hood
Directed by John Singleton
John Singleton’s first and most
well-rounded film displays the
horrible realities that are inherited
among the Black youth in South
Central, Los Angeles. Produced
in 1991, this film attempts to
confront Americans with a
situation they either don’t know
about or don’t care about. With
dignified performances by
Lawrence Fishburne, Cuba
Gooding Jr., and Ice Cube, and
an excellent format for success by
Singleton, many Americans who
didn’t know before, may gain
awareness to the extent of the
struggles that are ubiquitous “N
the Hood.’’

by Joe

Mavodones ’05

A&E Staff

Three things always seem to signal the
end of the academic year here at PC:
1) the Red Sox beating up on the
Yankees,
2) the destruction of the Quad by
nomadic herds of drunkards,
3) and, most importantly. The
Biggie Hip-Hop Awards.
The “Biggies,” now in their third year
of existence, are sort of like The Source
Awards, minus the unrelenting gang
violence and the hullabaloo. And no, I
didn’t make up the word “hullabaloo.”
The Biggies don’t need the violence—
they promote the positive aspects of hip
hop like the best rapper, the best
producer, the best hairdo, and the best
drug-induced rhyme slayer. See, it’s all
about fun here on Planet Hip-Hop.
So, without further rambling, let’s get
started...
Album of the Year

Music

Kanye West - College Dropout
Honorable Mention: Jay 7-The Black
Album, Brother Ali - Shadows on the Sun

Little Brother <
The Listening
Abb Soul Records

Amazing Grace
Is it noble for a civilized society to
allow its people to live in ratinfested houses with no heat; to
allow them to constantly confront
addiction, murder, terrible schools
and disease?
Kozol asks
Americans this question in his
book, which accounts his
experiences during a sociological
investigation of Mott Haven, a
poor community in the South
Bronx. Rather than accept these
problems as the product of the
people’s own deviance, Kozol
points to hopelessness, limited
job opportunities and institution
alized discrimination as reasons
for this squalor.
Whether
accepting his argument or not, this
book is valuable for its ability to
display a difficult situation for
Americans that is usually hidden.

Tie: P. Diddy’s Mohawk and Lil’ Jon’s
dreadlocks.
Dumbest Hook

Murphy Lee - “What’s the hook gon’
be?”
Honorable Mention: Petey Pablo “Freak-a-leak”

The Ja Rule “Are You Out of Songs
Yet?” Award

Chingy
Honorable Mention: J-Kwon
“Fresh off the Boat” Award

Matthew Fairbanks Milligan Clownface
Honorable Mention: Dizzee Rascal Boy in da Corner
Best Video

Andre 3000-“Hey Ya!”
Honorable Mention: Brother Ali “B*tchSlap!,” Ludacris - “Stand Up”

Mixtape of the Year

Rapper of the Year
Jay Z

The Nate Newton Award (a.k.a. “I
smoke more than all other rappers
combined”)

Best Newcomer (aka the Carmelo
Anthony Award)
Little Brother
Honorable Mention:
Technique

Immortal

DJ Danger Mouse - The Grey Album

Snoop Dogg, the Michael Jordan of
marijuana.
Honorable Mention: Dave Chappelle

Aesop Rock - Bazooka Tooth
Murs - The End of the Beginning

Hip Hop Fashion Statement of the
Year
The Preppy Polo Look (see: Kanye West,
Jay Z)
Honorable Mention: Throwback Jer
seys (again), “Free Yayo” T-shirts

Producer of the Year

Always

Kanye West
Honorable Mention: 9th Wonder

Ja Rule / Murder Inc... RIP

Collabo of the Year

Dave Mayo ‘02 Lifetime Achievement
Award

Madlib and MF Doom - Madvillainy

Rick Rubin

Closest Thing to Eminem (and it ain’t
because he rhymes like Slim) Award

Well, that concludes this year’s Biggie
Awards. None of this would have
been possible if it had not been
for the wonderful world of hip
hop. See you next year.

Underrated Album of the Year

Book

By Jonathan Kozol

Best Hairdo

Andre 3000 - “Hey Ya”
Honorable Mention: Paris Hilton

Song of the Year

In their debut album. Big Pooh,
Phonte, and D.J./Producer 9th
Wonder combine soulful melodies
and quality lyrics to paint an
innovative deviation from the
commercialized Southern rap that
surrounds them in Durham, North
Carolina. Emcees Big Pooh and
Phonte hooked up at North
Carolina Central University, and
meshed their musical tastes with
the dignified D.J. 9ln Wonder on
ABB records, to produce a truly
unique sound that falls
“somewhere between the jazzy,
feel-good grooves of A Tribe
Called Quest and the yin-yang
chemistry of Outkast.” With Big
Pooh and Phonte not even in their
mid-twenties this trio gives mindful
hip-hop fans something to look
forward to in the future.

Tough call... short rappers seemed to be
short on skills last year. Does Eamon
count as a rapper?

Poverty
Honorable Mention-. Jin

Remembered

Award

Best Label
Definitive Jux
Honorable Mention: Roc-A-Fella;
Quannum

sjsjSKS.

Frames

Best Performance by a Rapper in a
Movie (aka the Will Smith Award)

Snoop Dogg - Starsky and Hutch
Dishonorable Mention: Ice Cube Torque
Biggest Disappointment

Futons

Covers

And morel

"Your online tmeaxm

of b&dding bargains"

(860) 584-0259

Black Eyed Peas - Elephunk

www. pi ratescovebedd i ng.com
The Skee-Lo “Best Rapper Under 5
Feet” Award
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Dodgeball, robots and a big wooden horse
Movie scholars Stephanie Smith ’06, Pat Egan ’05 and Deanna Cioppa ’07
predict the success (and failure) of the movies that will make or break this summer
Van Helsing
Universal
May 7
Stephen Sommers, director of both
Mummy movies, returns to theaters this
summer with his latest special effects
extravaganza, Van Helsing. Hugh
Jackman plays the title character, a
monster hunter out to tackle all of the
classic bad guys—Frankenstein, Wolf
Man, and Dracula included. If this is
anything at all like the Mummy movies,
it’s sure to be a great time. If it takes
itself too seriously, though, it’s bound
to disappoint. Here’s hoping Sommers
keeps it campy and not too dramatic.
Prediction: B

Troy
Warner Bros.
May 14
This movie will be amazing for three
reasons: a) the cast (Brad Pitt and
Orlando Bloom) b) the special effects
(recreating Ancient Greece and its
notoriously bloody battles) and c) the
huge budget (I’m sure the producers of
Troy are going to redefine “over-thetop” with this one). I have a feeling that,
since this is based on the Iliad, the script
will be filled with tons of Homer-ish
sounding lines about honor and hubris.
Probably many of them will end up in
people’s AIM profiles. Prediction: A

JUNE
The Stepford Wives
Paramount Pictures
June 11
There’s nothing more satisfying than
finding out the annoyingly perfect are
not so flawless, which is one draw for
the upcoming Stepford Wives, from
Paramount Pictures. The film is a
remake of the 1975 movie and based on
the Ira Levin book by the same name.
Aside from the interesting plot, which
centers on a woman’s discovery of the
dark secret behind a community’s near
perfect housewife population, the movie
boasts an impressive cast: Nicole
Kidman, Mathew Broderick, Bette
Midler, Christopher Walken and Glenn
Close, among others. Prediction: AGo team go: Ben Stiller stars in Dodgeball this June and gives it all he’s got

Ahh, no comment'. Brad Pitt stars
the courageous Greek warrior
Achilles in Troy

Shrek 2
Dreamworks
May 21
Mike Myers, Eddie Murphy, and
Cameron Diaz are all back for the
sequel, this time joined by the likes of
Antonio Banderas and John Cleese. As
far as plot goes, Shrek 2 is going to
follow the continuing adventures of the
big, smelly, lovable ogre. I’m not a big
fan of animated films, but I have to
admit, the first Shrek got me laughing
quite a bit. With all the cast members
back in place, this one’s likely to do the
same. And Banderas as a kitty cat
named Puss N’ Boots? It’s gotta be
funny. Prediction: B-

JULY
Anchorman
Dreamworks
July 9
It’s time for another Ferrell Fix, and
hasn’t it been too long? This summer’s
Anchorman, which stars Will Ferrell and
Christina Applegate as two anchor
people for a 1970s Portland, Oregon
news station might be just the thing.
Ferrell’s egomaniacal character can’t
come to terms with the talented young
woman (Applegate) who enters his
world and doesn’t seem to know her
place in the workplace. OK, even if the
plot fails miserably at points, Ferrell’s
post-Old School drawing power will
have college students everywhere
flocking. Prediction: B-

Meow: Halle Berry as Catwoman

Dodgeball: A True Underdog Story
Red Hour Films and 20th Century Fox
June 18
Watch the Dodgeball trailer, and you
might scratch your head a bit. Hasn’t
this been done before? Ben Stiller, Vince
Vaughn, underdog-type characters? A
plot centered on a bunch of losers
fighting to keep the gym they love?
Right away I'm thinking Mystery Men
or Old School, or even Zoolander. Vince
Vaughn and Ben Stiller might make a
hilarious on-screen team, but, come on,
guys, the unlikely hero bit is getting
old...really, really ridiculously old.
Prediction: C+

The Day After Tomorrow
20th Century Fox
May 28
Dennis Quaid will be starring as a
climatologist who has to find a way to
save the world from a freak global
warming issue that is sending New York
City into a new ice age. Jake Gyllenhaal
plays his son, Sam. This type of soulless
blockbuster seems kind of out of
character for Gyllenhaal, so I wonder
how well he will fit into a film that has
no indie, trippy feel. Quaid, for sure, will
be solid but predictable. I sense another
Independence Day without the aliens
and Will Smith’s signature sass.
Prediction: C

Spider-Man 2
Columbia
June 30
I recently saw the trailer for this one,
and it looks pretty much the same as the
first. The main characters are back, the
effects look just as stellar, and it seems
like Spidey still swings around the skies
of Manhattan like a crazy man. I’m a
fan of the first installment of the fran
chise, but I don’t think that this one is
going to bring anything new to the table.
Either way, though, I’m sure it will still
be real enjoyable. Prediction: B+

The Terminal
Dreamworks
June 18
Any film with Steven Spielberg and
Tom Hanks has to be good. There’s no
way around it. That’s just too much
talent. Spielberg and Hanks team up to
tell the story of a Balkan emigrant forced
to live in the terminal of JFK airport after
his country is taken over and his passport
is invalidated. Catherine Zeta-Jones is
also on board as a security representative
who becomes Hanks’ love interest.
Granted, this doesn’t exactly sound like
my kind of movie. But like I said, Hanks
and Spielberg can’t go wrong.
Prediction: B+

Catwoman
Warner Bros.
July 23
Halle Berry plays the title feline,
dubious heroine in this upcoming film.
The plot centers on Berry’s
transformation from a quiet professional
into an animal-like superior being
tentatively walking the line between
justice and crime. The idea of a movie
based on the traditional comic book
villain rather than hero is interesting, but
I wonder if the Cat will be able to claw
her way through this film without Bruce
Wayne to foil her again? Curses!
Prediction: BThe Bourne Supremacy
Universal
July 23
How many times can we possibly
watch Matt Damon kick butt on the big
screen? PLENTY. In the second
installment of the Bourne Trilogy, Jason
Bourne (Damon) continues to search for
answers to his shadowy past, while
becoming embroiled in espionage and
CIA plots. Everyone loves a good spy
flick, right? And Supremacy promises
to be as smart, action packed and thrilling
as the first installment, The Bourne
Identity. Prediction: A-

Enter “the trophy wife”: Matthew
Broderick (left) and Nicole Kidman
(right) star in The Stepford Wives

I, Robot
20th Century Fox
July 16
Great, another Will Smith action
flick. This time he’s a cop who’s
investigating a crime committed by a
robot in the year 2035. Apparently this
creates a struggle between technology
and humanity. I’m sure this film will
make a lot of profound comments
regarding humanity. I’m sure it will be
really deep. Actually, the only purpose I
can see this movie filling is to create a
nice air-conditioned haven for those hot
July days. Cinematically, I see very little
point. Prediction: C

King Arthur
Buena Vista Pictures
July 17
I have a soft spot in my heart for the
tales of King Arthur. They’re just so
romantic and adventurous. This version,
starring a slew of British actors,
including Keira Knightly (Pirates ofthe
Caribbean, Bend it like Beckham) as
Guinevere, will no doubt be authentic
and exciting. Supposedly it will focus
on the history and politics during
Arthur’s time, like the fall of the Roman
Empire. Such rich characters and a
timeless plot pretty much guarantee a
good time. Prediction: A

The Village
Touchstone
July 30
This one’s the latest offering from
writer/director M. Night Shylaman, the
man behind The Sixth Sense and Signs.
The Village, set in 1897, is about a small
Pennsylvanian community surrounded
by woods inhabited by creatures with
whom the villagers have some sort of
truce. Here’s the thing with Shymalan’s
films—I never really enjoy them much
on first viewing, but then after they
make tons of money, I go back and
watch them again and appreciate them
much more. I’m thinking that’s going
to be the case with this one. Maybe I’ll
even like this one first time around.
We’ll see. Prediction: B
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Boys (and girls) of summer
Matt Hess ’05, Brian Wall ’05 and Mike Holland ’06 put their musi
cal minds together to rate this summer’s most anticiapted new albums

MAY
Mission of Burma—ONoffON
Matador Records
May 4
Mission of Burma’s first album in
over twenty years finds these Boston
indie pioneers picking up where they left
off. ONoffON fuses brooding lyrics with
raw guitars and tape loops, creating a
sound that recalls the band’s past
catalogue yet still sounds inventive and
contemporary. The band’s influence is
legendary and their new album is sure
to gain more admirers. Prediction: A
Kimberley Locke—One Love
Curb Records
May 4
As the sixth album spawned from the
American Idol television series, my
guess is that One Love will feature the
same mid-tempo, junior high dance crap
found on each of the other releases. So
far, Locke seems to be traveling down
that same, worn out path—the fullfigured diva’s first single “8th World
Wonder” features the eager delivery,
cliched themes, and standard pop-rock
production that we’ve come to expect
from the American Idol offspring.
Although One Love will certainly be a
much more legitimate release than
William Hung’s spastic compilation of
tone-deaf gibberish—come on people
this has got to stop—I have little faith
that Locke’s upcoming album will justify
the commercial atrocity that American
Idol has become.
Prediction: C

The Gift of Gab—Fourth Dimensional
Rocket Ships Going Up
Quannum
May 11
This Quannum Records emcee has
proven himself as-a lyricist in the group
Blackalicious, but could he do the same
as a solo artist? With his mindful
messages and intense delivery, I think
the Gift of Gab will be able to blast off
on May 11th. In his single, “Feels Good”
he tells hip hop fans that the only reason
he raps is because it feels good. If only
this was the case for all rappers, there
would be no need to give out any grades
less than an A. Prediction: A
Method Man—Tical 0: The Prequel
Def Jam
May 18
Mr. Meth’s third solo studio album is
planned to come out May 18th, and could
make or break his status as a rap mogul.
The title of the album is reassuring, since
it looks to go back into the past, where
his music was the best. Will this
legendary Def Jam artist return to his
early Wu-tang roots or continue to move
away from the underground and closer
and closer to smoking himself stupid?
Prediction: B-

Alanis Morissette—So Called Chaos
Maverick
May 18
I never really forgave Alanis
Morissette for ruining the beautiful art
of public nudity (recall the video for
“Thank U”—that blur was huge, man)
and it doesn’t seem like much of the
music buying community has either. Her
past few releases (1999’s Supposed
Former Infatuation Junkie and last year’s
Under Rug Swept) have not sold nearly
as well as the Canadian singer’s smash
debut album, the evocative and angstfilled Jagged Little Pill. We can assume
that her trademark introspection and
uncompromising demeanor will keep her
new disc sharp. Quite honestly, I just
hope she keeps her clothes on.
Prediction: C+

Avril Lavigne—Under My Skin
Arista
May 25
As the follow-up to her million-selling
debut album Let Go, Avril Lavigne’s
latest has some big sneakers to fill. As
its name implies, Under My Skin
promises to be a more intensely personal
disc, creating a “darker, moodier, deeper,
and more mature” vibe. From the sound
of her first single however,“Don’t Tell
Me,” it seems like the 19-year-old singer
is sticking pretty closely to the formula
that made her a star, while retaining that
staunch (yet frigid) sense of self-respect
that made her so appealing to adolescent
girls. I’m guessing that Lavigne’s latest
is another fierce warning to any boys
thinking of making it to second base with
her. Prediction: C

Lloyd Banks—The Hunger For More
G-Unit Records
May 25
The most notable member of G-Unit
besides 50 Cent has decided to embark
on a solo career. His attempts at gangsta
rap are sub-par in the single, “On Fire”
and a track called “Smile” shows his
conformity to the “gangsta turned teddy
bear” style that was solidified by 50
Cent. If anything, this album will be
something to mindlessly dance to, with
catchy club beats and overused lyrics.
Prediction: D

Monster Magnet—Monolithic Baby
Hunter Records
May 25
Although not widely known for their
“death metal on shrooms” brand of New
Jersey rock, Monster Magnet is
nevertheless offering up another hearty
serving with Monolithic Baby. I can’t see
this album causing a lot of waves, but
you have to respect a hard rock act that
can parody the video to Ma$e’s “Feel So
Good,” and get away with it—blinging
green jumpsuit and everything. Brilliant.
Prediction: C+

Brother Ali —Shadows on the Sun
Rhymesayers Records
May 27
Brother Ali’s second album has been
in the making for a while, and is sure to
be full of the innovative story-telling and
raw rhyme style that has gotten him
recognized among underground hip hop
fans (much more than the fact that he is
the first ever Albino rapper). A truly
unique musical display is created in the
work of this Minneapolis native, and his
second album from coming out on May
2nd should reinforce that. Prediction: A-

Sonic Youth—Sonic Nurse
Geffen Records
June 8
In its third decade as a band, Sonic
Youth consistently matured as song
writers. With 2002’s Murray Street, the
band revisited its late 1980s mix of
experimental sounds within tight song
structures. Sonic Nurse should further
delve into Thurston Moore’s exploration
of melody while pushing the boundaries
of song structure. Few bands remain as
potent as Sonic Youth, especially after
nineteen albums. Prediction: A

New Found Glory—Catalyst
Drive-Thru
May 18
I’m just hoping that this Catalyst
triggers a massive, earthshaking reaction
that wipes out all the pathetic pop-punk
from the face of the planet.
Prediction: D

Beastie Boys—To the Five Boroughs
Capitol Records
June 15
The Beastie Boys have a history of
experimenting with different sounds—
from the use of sampling to the
incorporation of funk and Latin
instrumentals. However, the Beasties are
questionable lyricists, and word is that
To the Five Boroughs will lyrically
address political issues. Expect a
sonically adventurous record that will
make you bob your head as you cringe
at the sub par rhymes. Prediction: B-

JUNE

Velvet Revolver—Contraband
RCA
June 8
I’ve been dreading the release of this
album ever since the whole idea first
materialized. After having the psyche Wilco—A Ghost Is Bom
delic rock of Soundgarden stolen from Nonesuch / Warner Brothers
me by the riff-heavy (but substance-free) June 22
bravado of Audioslave, I can’t bear to
Leaked to the Internet late last month,
see the degeneration of another one of Wilco’s follow-up to their highly
my favorite bands into a half-ass acclaimed Yankee Hotel Foxtrot
supergroup. Featuring ex-STP frontman continues the expansion of the band’s
Scott Weiland, and ex-GnR members sound. Jeff Tweedy’s songs feature
Slash, Duff McKagan and Matt Sorum, evocative images and beautiful melodies
Velvet Revolver’s debut release that shine through from the first listen
Contraband will (sadly) be hitting stores and remain intriguing on the fiftieth. The
this summer. Here’s hoping that incredibly catchy “Theologians” and the
Weiland’s smack problems halt the moody “Less Than You Think” make A
promotional tour, and the album Ghost is Born an early candidate for
subsequently bombs—I want my old album of the year. Prediction: A
bands back, dammit. Prediction: D+

Gene Simmons—A**hole
Sanctuary Records
June 8
Who would’ve thought that a massive
tongue could get you everything you
want in life: an open relationship with a
Playboy Playmate, millions of dollars in
album sales, and (apparently) the ability
to spurt blood and breathe fire as a
demonic bassist in a 70’s cult band.
While notorious KISS member Gene
Simmons has no doubt made some
legendary music with his former act, not
even contributions from Dave Navarro
and Bob Dylan are going to save him on
A**hole —his first solo album in over
26 years. Keep that tongue limber,
brotha. Prediction: C-

The Roots—The Tipping Point
Okayplayer Records
June 29
The fifth studio album recorded by
the legendary Roots crew is fixed to
come out on July 13th for Okayplayer
records. ?uestlove’s musical exploration
and diversity has always kept Roots fans
on their toes, but The Tipping Point is
rumored to make a return to the jazzy
coffeehouse style that graced listeners on
their earlier albums, including one of the
best ever hip hop records, Illadelph
Halflife. Whether they return to the old,
or fuse something new, the Roots couls
never really go wrong. The Tipping Point
should definitely get picked up this
summer. Prediction: A
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And now, the severe beating of a rock star
Dan Devine ’04 struggles with the toughest question
he’s probably ever faced, and his answer may surprise you

by Dan Devine ’04
A&E Staff 2000-2004

About a month ago, I got my
ass kicked by a question. I was
in lower Slavin, and a friend
asked:
“Dan, if you
could randomly
FEATURE assault one musician, who would
it be?”
I’m not sure, but I think I simul
taneously dropped my pen,
sneezed, and experienced a mi
nor aneurysm. My mind started
working overtime, and my body
responded by powering down
all the important circuitry, ush
ering in a brief neural brown
out that left me feeling like that
jackass from Puddle of Mudd
everything was blurry, every
thing was so messed up.
After the fog in my head had
cleared, the question still re
mained. Who would I assault?
A number of considerations
sprang up:
Wouldn’t I get arrested?
Wouldn’t I get my ass kicked by
some type of “posse”?
Wouldn’t random assault pretty
much constitute a one-way
ticket to Hell? The answers
came back:
“Nope. You get off scotfree. The artist is alone—no
entourage. And come on, the
Kingdom of Heaven has its
hands full checking in war ca
sualties and innocent victims of
terrorism—you think anyone
Up There cares if you throw a
hammerlock on Sisqo?”
Good point. My fears alle
viated, I started narrowing
down the choices and looking
for an answer that would exor
cise my frustrations with popu
lar music. Seeking help in the
whittling, I asked friends for
input. Some of their answers
helped:
“Fred Durst. Just because.”

Dude, why are you smiling?
You’re about to get your
ass kicked-. Kurt Cobain
(above), Sisqo (left) and
Fred Durst (right) all
need a good pounding for
many, many reasons.

“Michael Jackson. I just
want to remember the guy that
made Thriller, and he’s ruined
that. Something needs to knock
some sense into him.”
“Pink. I don’t like her atti
tude. She could kick my ass,
so if I got the chance to take her
out, I’d pretty much have to.”
“Any member of The
Strokes, for any number of rea
sons.”
Others, not so much:
“I’d want to take out Yoko
Ono, but you could probably do
that any time, without any spe
cial circumstances.”
“Do the members of ’86
Suburban count as ‘musi
cians’?”
“What about Beethoven?”
A lot of girls chose Britney
and Christina, but I was raised
not to hit girls, so my pick has
to be a dude. A bunch of guys
picked boy band members, but
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that was really just jealousy at
the top-shelf ladies those guys
pull. All those answers were
okay, I guess (except for
Beethoven—no idea what that
was about), but none of them,
not even Senor Durst, felt right.
So I got to thinking. I won
dered if Clay Aiken would be
worth it. I debated going after
Suge Knight just because I had
a “get-out-of-a-beating free”
card. I questioned the ethics of
beating up Lil’ Romeo. I kicked
around a hundred names and a
hundred reasons before the right
name finally popped up.
If I could beat up any musi
cian, it’d be Kurt Cobain.
Yes, he wrote some of the
best songs of the last twenty
years. Yes, musically, I’m prob
ably the biggest Nirvana mush
I know. But if I’m going to pick
someone emblematic of the
things I hate most about rock

music and culture, there’s no
better figure than Kurt.
By taking a shot at Cobain,
I’m taking a shot at what his life
and death represent in rock
music-as-popular-culture;
namely, that it’s okay to either
ignore or overshadow the aw
ful, horrible aspects of a
songwriter’s personality be
cause he/she wrote some hooks
we like. There’s no question
that the drug abuse and dysfunc
tion with which Cobain dealt
were difficult hurdles to leap,
and I’m not suggesting that
people who have problems are
soft if they don’t solve them—
I’m just saying those problems
don’t earn him a free pass. He
was a devout junkie, an invet
erate liar, a bad husband (re
gardless of what you think of
Courtney Love), a worse father
(to young Frances Bean, not yet
two years old when her dad shot

himself), and perhaps an even
worse friend (see Charles Cross’
retelling of Kurt’s final rejection
of best friend Krist Novoselic
in his 2001 Cobain biography
Heavier Than Heaven). We
have a tendency to forget that,
especially when we hear the
opening riff to “Smells Like
Teen Spirit.”
That we’ve cut out the
bruises in Kurt’s apple isn’t sur
prising; we’ve always been
willing to dismiss the failures of
rock stars, especially when they
clock out early—think Jim
Morrison, Janis Joplin, Jimi
Hendrix, rock star comedians
John Belushi, Chris Farley, and
Sam Kinison, and a host of other
weak, scared cultural icons, all
completely to blame for their
own downfall, yet celebrated as
tragic heroes and canonized in
modem culture. And more than
any of those other figures, Kurt
has gotten away with it. For
years, we’ve focused on dark
lyrics, gorgeous melodies, and
one bright, shining Unplugged
performance, rationalizing his
cowardice because he was “the
voice of a generation” when we
should have been taking him to
task.
Those songs and that perfor
mance do matter, but not as
much the daughter you gave up
because you couldn’t deal with
being recognized when you
went out in public. The selfish
ness and egotism of rock star
dom need to be viewed in a
sharper light, and directing my
swings at Kurt Cobain might be
the beginnings of a reality
check—for me, at least. It’s not
really “random” or immediately
gratifying (like punching Fred
Durst in the jaw would be), but
it might be the only way for me
to save my love for rock ‘n’ roll.
And hey, if you don’t buy
that, I’ll just throw a
hammerlock on Sisqo.

Home: Coming to a theater near you
continued from page 11
graceful modem movements at
the Schubert Theater from May
21-23. Take a night out on the
town to see the Boston Ballet
in its final work of this season,
Swan Lake, which runs from
May 13-23. Rent and Mamma
Mia both tour their ways
through Boston this summer (if
you didn’t catch them here)
June 15 through 20 and June 22
through August 8, respectively.
This summer is your chance
to see Disney’s most successful
flirtation with Broadway, The
Lion King—here you have a
few added songs but the same
loveable Simba and Nala. It
will be at the Opera House from
July 16 to December 26. You
can't go wrong with Boston
favorites Blue Man Group or
Shear Madness—summer is the
perfect time to check these
productions off your to-do list.
Student ticket rates are a
little harder to find in Boston
than in Providence—if you’re
up for a little adventure, check
out the same-day discount ticket
booth next to the Abercrombie
building at Fanuel Hall. It’s a
bit of a gamble, but worth it.
Finally, take a blanket and a

picnic basket to the Boston
Common to see Much Ado
About Nothing from July 10 to
August 1—it’s free!
Going anywhere near
Chicago? Well, Lord of the
Dance will be taking its spicedup Irish step dancing to the city
right after finals—don’t miss it
from May 13 to 15. For some
classic Rodgers and Hammerstein, Oklahoma will be
running July 20 to August 1.
Finally, The King and I (another
classic must-see!) will run
August 3 to 15. There are many
listed at both www.chicago-

plays.com and www.broadwayinchicago.com for some more
ideas.
Finally, New York, New
York—it’s the center of theater.
Whether you’re from the area
or planning a big weekend
excursion, you’ll find anything
and everything here. For a little
drama, Tennessee Williams’ Cat
on a Hot Tin Roofis still running
strong. The Producers—well,
you don’t need me to tell you
that it’s supposed to be a mustsee. The inventive prequel to
the Wizard of Oz, Wicked, is
new and trendy on the Broad

GOOGLE

Give my regards to Broad
way. (left to right) Chicago,
Lord of the Dance and
The Don King will be
performing all over the
country this summer.

way scene, and also worth a
shot. Mr. Sean Combs (yes, P.
Diddy himself) makes his
Broadway appearance in A
Raisin in the Sun, Lorraine
Hansberry’s play about an
African American family trying
to make it in 1950’s Chicago.
And there are always the
obvious ones—Phantom of the
Opera, Chicago, Rent, Les
Miserables. You can’t go
wrong there.
So whether it’s a well
planned, long-awaited date, or
a random night out with friends,
there’s plenty to go see and do.

Any city should have a listing
of its touring productions. Also
local repertory theaters in your
town probably have their own
listings (these shows are
probably smaller, more
personal, and a little less
expensive!). Most tickets won’t
be cheap. Keep your eyes open
for same-day ticket booths,
group ticket discounts, or
student rates (use that student
ID while you have it!) to make
them a little more affordable.
But above all, go ahead and treat
yourself and see a show. It will
be worth it.
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All she wants to do is dance
by

Stephanie A. Smith ’06
A&E Editor

This was not your little
sister’s dance recital. There was
no feathers, pink sequins or
Janet Jackson songs in sight.
The Providence
SHOW College Dance
REVIEW Company’s
spring perform
ance was anything but a
predictable showcase of
contrived routines. Rather, it
was original, innovative and
very entertaining. The talent of
the girls in the company are
illustrated beautifully over the
course of the two-hour show
that featured nine very different
segments. The music selections
ranged from a cappella
musings, to classical, to tribal
drum beats. No one section
resembled another.
The first section, entitled
“Sequoia,” featured a slide
show of the Sequoia National
Forest and King’s Canyon. The
performers danced in front of a
huge projection screen so it
appeared that they had become
a part of the picture. The colors
and images reflected off their
white costumes until the figures
of the trees and the dancers
melted into each other. The
dancing was very light and airy;
the performers reminded me of
dancing wood nymphs that
could have been in A
Midsummer’s Night Dream.

“Red Ball” followed and
featured the dancers in all black
with one dancer holding a red
ball. The dark color scheme and
fluid movements were seam
less, creating an intense and
brooding ambiance.
Next was “In Some Field of
Winter, Part iii.” The segment
was incredibly touching, as it
began with women’s voices
talking about how they feel
about life. The theme was that
they were misunderstood,
sometimes by others, and at
other times they did not even
understand themselves. The
dancers wore printed dresses
and moved with an almost
desperate haste that made the
audience vividly feel their
confused emotions. It was a
very effective piece.
The fourth segment was
called “Preludes” and found the
performers in romantic, all
white dresses. Again, the
intensity of the dancers was
unmistakable. There were
different groups on stage
together and with just the
movements of their bodies, the
audience could detect a distinct
tension between them.
“Limon Etude” came next,
and was based on the dances of
Jose Limon, a Mexican dancer
who is in the National Museum
of Dance Hall of Fame. The
performers wore a dark bur
gundy that emphasized a dark
and quiet mood. Also, “Being
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The lady in white is dancing with me: Last Saturday and Sunday, the Providence
College Dance Company presented its spring show at the intimate Blackfriars
Theatre. The show featured guest choreographers, a slide show and a
variety of costumes and themes.
Driven,” the following piece
was a joyful and spirited romp
that sounded and looked much
like Irish step dancing. The
performers wore casual skirts
and shirts that created a scene
that could have been a festive
gathering in a backyard.
“Transitions” featured only
two dancers who, through three
different contemporary sound
ing songs, struggled to unite,
and in the end, did. “Ca va?,”
in the same way, only had three
dancers but was a spunky

number that had the dancers
wearing long black coats with
tails and top hats. The dancing
had an almost Broadway feel,
with its fast-paced music and
big attitude.
The final number, “Bushasche Etude,” is a trad-itional
dance performed by the Kuba of
Zaire in Africa. The tribal drums
pounded as the dancers emerged
from back-stage with tribal
head-scarves and skirts. The
rhythm of the dancers and the
drumming was very impressive

and the group was almost
perfectly sync-opated.
Overall, The PCDC’s
Blackfriars dance concert was
very impressive. Its most out
standing aspect was definitely
its creativity. The numbers were
all very different from one
another, which created a very
vibrant show. The show was
able to present many interesting
themes, simply through the way
the dancers moved their bodies.
GRADE: B

Film: PC students and alumni get behind the camera
continued from page 11
been acting, but it looked like
they were both sincere).
Far and away the funniest
film of the night was “PC,”
directed by Jude Senese ’06.
Senese borrows the premise
behind The OC and moves the
setting to Providence College.
Episodes of “PC” air on the
college’s network, and if the
installment I saw is any
indication, every one of them is
hilarious. Any way, the episode
shown at the festival concerned
Luke and Seth (played by two
PC sophomores) meeting their
new McDermott roommate—a
South Korean exchange student
named Ryan. Naturally, it’s
love at first sight between Ryan
and Luke’s girlfriend, Marissa.
Director Senese takes every OC
cliche and makes one hysterical
joke after another. Take my
word for it, you’re gonna want
to check out “PC” next time it
airs on the PC channel. It’s that
damn funny.
Moving from hysterical to
intense, next up is “Like an
Object,” directed by Stacey
Prefontaine ’05. “Like an
Object” chronicles the stories of
three rape victims. The film is
composed of interviews with
three different women, all of
them victims of the same
horrible crime. Prefontaine
interweaves the three inter
views, often cutting from one to
the next without any warning.
The effects are intense. Pre
fontaine’s “Like an Object” is a
thoughtful, dram-atic film, most
definitely the most powerful of
the evening.
The closing film of the
evening was “Charles V. Chapin
and His Crumbling Dream,”
directed by PC senior Fernando

Guiterrez. The film is a
comedic commentary on the
various construction projects
going on all over campus. Of
all the filmmakers featured in
the PC Film Fest, Guiterrez is
perhaps the most promising.
His film was smart, funny, and
shot very well for the
constrained budget to which it
was limited.
The guy’s
definitely got an eye for cinema,
and I’d be very interested to see
what kind of work he could do
with some real money at his
disposal. Hopefully one day
we’ll get to find out.
So I’m pleased to report that
the PC Film Fest ’04 was a
success. All of the featured
films were entertaining and very
well done—all except one that
is. “Agny,” directed by Jennifer
Drue (class of ’98) was the lowpoint of the evening. The film
tried to be avant garde. It tried
desperately to be deep and
meaningful. Well, it failed
miserably. This is easily one of
the dumbest, most pointless
movies ever put on film. Hell,
it ranks right up there with
Freddy Got Fingered on my list
of movies that are really, really
awful.
Thankfully, the other nine
movies were nothing like
“Agny.” They were actually
good, and so I’m looking
forward to seeing what next
year’s festival has to offer. Who
knows, maybe in a few years
the Film Festival will be con
sidered one of the world’s most
prestigious cinema events, right
alonside Cannes. After all,
Providence is the Renaissance
city. Just ask Buddy C. Oh, and
Jennifer Drue, if you’re an
aspiring director, you may want
to find something else to aspire
to.
GRADE: B+
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Move, b***h, get out the
way!: As they rush
through the door of Moore
III, Providence College
students (above) get
really excited about the
Providence College
student/ alumni
film festival, which
featured films about
topics ranging from rape
to the trees near
Fennell.
(Right) Jeffrey Dujardin
quietly takes
in the ambiance of Moore
III on Wednesday
night and prepares to
present his film “Chess is
Perfect” It told the story
of a high school student
and his mentor, a
chess champion who is
suffering with leukemia.
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Drawing black stars outside the 7-11
by

Caitlin Murphy ’06
Portfolio Staff

Drawing black stars on one’s hand
brings up several issues: Why? With
what instruments? And, is ink poisoning
really a problem one should address
before engaging in creative
SHORT doodling?
STORY
As for the first issue, if
one has to question why
one is drawing black stars on one’s hand,
one should probably not be doing so in
the first place. And, as for the second
issue, pen is always best. As for ink
poisoning, if one is serious about black
star drawing, ink poisoning is a small
price to pay, and therefore slips from
one’s mind.
Black star drawing is complex and
intricate, in that it becomes increasingly
difficult to draw perfect five-pointed
beauties. Soon, after multiple touch up,
the stars risk being lost into the realm of
“smudge.”
“We are the stars and they are us,” he
half-whispered, cocking his eyes at my
hand and then the sky—or, what we
could see of the sky through the sweat
night soaked glass.
He was a 25-year-old cowboy. I could
tell he had really seen the stars, not the
blurred white fuzz that we strained to see
in suburbia. Jeans, t-shirt, cowboy hat.
Spurs? None. I was putting my hand
down on a five-dollar bill on the counter
of a 7-11, exchanging it for a cup of
Ramen noodles and a pink lemonade. He
was cradling a carton of Ben and Jerry’s,
and at first, I addressed the ice cream
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more than him.
“As in, biologically, or spiritually?”
As the cashier counted my change,
cowboy pocketed some extra ketchup
and horseradish packets in his jeans,
probably for some lonesome doggies
out on the range.
“Aren’t they the same?” he asked.
“I suppose they are.” I decided to
humor this thought and tried to imagine
myself connected to everything in the
7-11 at that moment. I imagined myself
biologically and spiritually one with the
old grilled chicken sandwiches, donuts
that had had little bites taken out of them

and placed back on the shelf, and chilled
Budweisers. If I reached out far enough,
to the insurance place down the road,
the house on the corner with the 37-yearold writing her first novel, to New
Mexico, even I would get a taste of
merging with everything, being one and
the same. I could get a taste of being
conscious that we are the stars and they
are
us.
Was he insane? Cowboy and I walked
out of the 7-11 together, and sat on the
curb in front. I pulled out my pen and
showed him how, when drawing ink
stars, to start out with a circle for tinier

stars, how to avoid over-extending for
larger stars. Intricate, vast. Dark and
deep and reaching into the night. He had
constellations on his palms and fingertips
by the time we were done. We created
new solar systems and they smiled secret
smiles. They had seen beginnings and
endings and they would create and
destroy. They knew things and were just
as surprised as the rest of us at other
times. Life-giving, life-taking.
Cowboy put his hands up to the sky—
they blended in beautifully. White stars
on black sky (blurred out by the glow of
the 7-11, of course), with black stars on
white palm. I held my hands up, as well,
and felt myself pulled out, stretched out,
to the very boundaries of time and our
ability to comprehend infinity.
“There is no end,” I said.
He nodded. “Exactly.”
I began to forget what parts of us
were our hands, which parts were sky,
which parts of us were even sitting on
the concrete and existing at that moment.
At one point, he got up, and climbed
into his teal 1950’s Cadillac, off to the
open range. But it wasn’t upsetting, and
I didn’t even feel the sense that he had
left.
There was no beginning or end to
where I started, to where he started, or
to the edges of the Kit-Kats inside the 711.
And people were staring as I stayed
on that curb all night, watching the stars
on my hand become the stars sitting
serenely in the sky, and then merge into
my flesh again.

The biggest fight of my life
One couple searches for the light during a tumultuous power out(r)age
by Jennifer

Skala ’05

Managing Editor

We got in a fight tonight. A
huge fight. A kicking, scream
ing, throwing-blunt-objects-ateach-other fight. Well, there
was not actually
SHORT a lot of kicking,
STORY but there was
plenty of yell
ing, and one object was def
initely thrown across the
room—there is a mark on the
wall to prove it.
It’s strange to be in a fight
like that; you get so wrapped up
in it that you don’t feel like
you’re actually the person
involved. It’s almost like you’re
watching the fight on a movie
screen.
Anyway, the night didn’t
start out like one that would end
with the biggest fight of my life.
It actually started out really
well. We had plans to go out to
dinner at this little pub we
always go to on Friday nights.
We would always watch the
baseball game, grab burgers, a
few beers, and then take a walk
down to the docks. It’s corny, I
know, but our first date ended
with a walk on the dock, so I
guess we’re just cheesy roman
tics.
So before I even get ready

to go out, I’m in a great mood.
I had gotten out of work early
and was looking forward to
going out. A little after 5 p.m.,
Ian came over, but I was still
drying my hair (I have time
management issues). But,
being the excellent boy-friend
he is, he just sat down on the
couch and started to watch TV
while I was finishing getting
ready.
I start to hurry up because I
know he can only sit so long
without getting antsy. I only
had to finish drying my hair and
iron the shirt I was wearing. I
decided it would be a good idea
to brush my teeth while drying
my hair in my wrinkly shirt
because I have a warped per
ception of how well I can multi
task.
In the middle of all this, Ian
starts yelling to me about how
his day was. I’m calling back
to him, with the toothbrush in
my mouth and the dryer going,
when the power goes out. The
dryer stops, the TV and lights
shut off, and I simultaneously
spill toothpaste dribble all over
the front of my shirt as I drop
the blow dryer on the floor.
Ian called to me and said he
wanted to go now—there was
no point in us staying any later
in a house without power. So, I

decided to get over my vanity
about my half-wavy/half-straight
hair, change my shirt and go.
As I felt my way out of the
bathroom, I realized that I didn’t
have a flashlight. It was still kind
of light outside, but there was no
way I would be able to see into
my closet, which was located in
my windowless hallway.

It’s actually pretty
funny to think about it
since we were
fighting in the pitch
black, but we were
going at it like the
whole world was
watching.
I asked Ian to grab me the
flashlight from the top of the
fridge, assuming that he could
handle this menial task, when he
yells back to me; “The flashlight
is on top of the fridge at my
house, not yours!” This really
threw me for a loop because now
I have no idea where my flash
light is. I’m reaching around in
my closet, trying to identify a
shirt by the way it feels.
“Ro, let’s either go right now
or you find your damn flash

light!” For some reason, his
tone at that moment really
bugged me and I snapped.
Maybe it was the half-wet hair
or the toothpaste all over my
shirt or struggling in the dark,
but I got really, really mad at
Ian...
“If you’re so concerned,
why don’t you find the damn
flashlight!”
“I don’t have any idea
where it is and neither do you
considering this place is such
a mess!”
And then things just
escalated from there. Sure, I’m
a messy person, but I would
like to think there’s a method
to my clutter and I’m the one
who knows where things are.
This clearly was not true since
I was completely clueless as to
where the flashlight could be.
The yelling continued for
about 10 minutes. It’s actually
pretty funny to think about it
since we were fighting in the
pitch black, but we were going
at it like the whole world was
watching.
“As soon as you moved into
this place, I knew you would
turn it into a pit!” Ian flung that
at me like a small knife.
At this point, I was too
angry to even respond, so I
literally decided to throw

something at him. I reached
around into the bathroom and
grabbed my hairbrush off of the
counter. I didn’t want it to hit
him (I obviously couldn’t see
him in the dark), but I wanted
to throw it in his general
vicinity. In true six-year-old
fashion, I was using physical
force instead of my words to
get my point across.
The brush hit the wall like a
tiny cannonball and then the
lights came on. Ian and I were
still catching our breath from
all the screaming and we were
just staring at each other red
faced, like lions circling each
other, ready to pounce.
I finally glanced over at the
wall to check out the damage
the brush had done to it. It left
kind of a large chip in the paint.
I wouldn’t have expected that
a hairbrush would have left
such a mark. It was then that I
looked down and saw that I had
thrown the flashlight and not a
hairbrush.
So that was the end of our
huge fight. No dramatic
fistfight or passionate rec
onciling. It ended in a fit of
laughter, snorting, and gig
gling. But I guess that was the
only way I would want the
biggest fight of my life to end.
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Poetry Corner
Last thought
by Joan

Barker’04

Managing Editor 2003-2004

Lines of yellow on black
thoughts flow
like the road that stretches straight
across the hours
that you would only know
by the feel of the curves
and sunken pavement.

And in the headlight
I catch the barn door’s broken window
and neon traffic sign.
There is a thought that
will always be dying
but I will never stop for it
just as I never stop for
the tombstones for gas tanks
they used to call a fuel station
fading into the dirt off
the back route’s fallen town.

Then I am a passenger’s thought
on some dead-wood pole
off the old Post Road.

TIM P1SACICH ’07/The Cowl

One Lucid Goal
by

Chris Fahey ’05

Portfolio Staff

Terezin
by

Stephan Delbos ’05
Portfolio Staff

Inspired by a visit to Terezin, a concentration
camp in the Czech Republic, where many
Czechoslovakian Jews were killed.

We must live the moment,
It cannot live us,
What have we done to relinquish the past
As it pushes through
The walls we’ve hastily constructed
In the Now?
How can we say that the past is dead?
It goes on living, with
Or without our consent.
It continues, as we do, in the present.

So we rage against the dying of the light,
But what thought do we give
To the end of the night?
We are the only ones who can illuminate
The shadows that stay
From the present time of yesterday.
But as we vanquish them, we must remember them,
For the brightest flames
Are those that remember the feeling
Of a dark existence.
Regardless of future,
Regardless of past posts held,
We all throw wishes, like coins
Into time’s bottomless well,
And some spend their whole lives
Waiting for the sounds of
The
S
P
L
A
S
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I sit and I look, and think about my first time in this city.
I attempt to imagine myself newly introduced,
Innocent of my experiences,
Untouched like a nest in a high place.
Yet I have much trouble recalling how I first saw this curb.
This street, this front stoop;
Or whether or not it was even there to me at all.
Each day I move about these things
And their quality finds a familiar home in me,
But not the home I thought I intended.
As everything looses its splendor,
I want to move away and introduce myself elsewhere.
I will never find permanent quality,
Since its tradition looses itself as I continue
To indulge my irrepressible human foresight
In this test to see
What is indeed
Permanently meant for me
And my silly little life...

Wisdom
by Ashley Laferriere ’06

Portfolio Staff

Rusty
by

Christine Hickey ’05

Contributing Writer

Forgive me, Father, for it has been
So long
And my soul so dusty
That someone dragged his index finger
across it—
Atone, it says
But I cannot wipe it clean,
My palms thick with envy,
A wicked, sticky thing.
A crusty caramel,
Saliva hardened
To the upholstery in the back seat—
Discovered, plucked, picked at
By tiny fingers
And defenestrated,
Once and for all,
Along the highway.

The wise man said.
Between his long breaths of holy meditation,
Deep from his crackling dry, cancerous throat,
“I do not feel pain,
But choose to live above it.”
The moon said,
Amid the throbbing steely stars,
In the endless void of thickening night,
“I do not feel loneliness,
I choose to live above it.”
The ocean said,
Day in, day out, with rhythmic precision,
Answering the pull of the magnetic moon,
“I do not feel captive,
I choose to live above it.”
And the young child cried opal tears
For she did not understand,
There existed a choice.
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It’s the “Best Day of the Week” on the “Calendar”
by

Christine Bagley ’06
Portfolio Editor

Rachel filed through the ‘A’
section in Tony’s Track Town at
the mall. Actually, she had
made it to ‘V’ area without
finding any music
SHORT that interested her
STORY in the least. She
had been in the
mood for something edgy and
fresh, but only found old
random copies of Captain Kid’s
Greatest Hits. Her best friend
used to love their cheesy songs
like “Take Me Out to the High
Seas’’ and “Love Isn’t Anything
Without a Buried Treasure.”
Rachel picked up albums
from one hit wonders like
Gatorlicious. What was a
Gatorlicious anyway?
She passed pop albums and
silently admitted to herself her
teeny-bopper years were past
her. Rachel paused for a half of
a second at The Tag Sales CD
and laughed. This had been her
favorite album for years—a
well-loved CD. She could still
pick up the tracks today and
recall every word. Everyone
has an album that every song
makes them think of some event
from the past.
The cashier watched her
from the corner of his eye,
chuckling to himself as Rachel
finished one row of CDs and
moved around the corner to the
next section of the alphabet. He
was shocked when she stopped
for more than three seconds to
scan the back of the CD case.

CAITLIN BROWN ’06/The Cowl

Rachel glanced up at the
guy behind the register and
caught him staring at her in
surprise. She quickly returned
the old favorite CD to its place
behind the ‘T’ section and
moved onward. She needed to
find a cool CD to call her new
favorite. So intense in her
search, Rachel hardly noticed
another customer right next to

her, also leafing through the
dozens of CDs. She bumped
into him as she moved down the
row.
“Oh, I’m sorry, I didn’t see
you,” apologized Rachel.
The cute kid about her age
laughed and shook his head.
“It’s okay. Hey, I’m Zach, nice
to meet you.” His voice was
deep and crisp. “Having a little

Holding on until you can’t let go
by

MIegan Bishop ’07
Portfolio Staff

The car ride was silent. The
music had been so loud at first,
but now it seemed to stir in the
background. A lot had happened
in the past few
SHORT days that had
STORY changed the dy
namics of every
thing Gabby had known to be
true. She sat in the car staring
out of the window. She looked
towards the passing country
side, which she had seen every
day of her life.
The cloud-covered sky cast
a dreary shadow on the houses
and fields of the already lack
luster landscape. But Gabby
preferred the safety and comfort
of the mon-otony of the coun
tryside, than the uncertainty of
discussion with Ben.
There was so much to say,
but it seemed as if it was nei
ther the time nor the place. She
had toiled all weekend with the
words she was going to deliver,
but in many ways she felt as if
they were not needed. There
was an understood change
within their relationship, and
deep down they both knew it.
Ben was driving, just as fo
cused on the straight path of the
road as she was on the cows. He
didn’t want to talk to Gabby. He
was more scared than anything
else, he knew nothing would
ever be the same.
He loved her, but they had
lost “that spark.” That spark had
been gone for months and it

seemed as if they were just go
ing through the motions.
Soon the silence became sti
fling. Gabby turned from the
safety of the window and look
ed towards Ben.
“So you ready for your
exam?” she asked hesitantly,
attempting to break the silence.
“I guess so,” he said, not tak
ing his eyes off the road for a
moment.
Gabby searched for words,
ideas, questions, anything but
what she really wanted to talk
about. As he glanced ahead, she
studied his face. She had al
ways loved the cleff of his
chin—not many people like
chins. But that was what made
her fall for him in the first
place.
She leaned back into the
faded car seat and closed her
eyes, counting down the sec
onds until they arrived at the
school. When Ben finally
pulled into the parking space,
he began to gather his books.
Gabby did not move—she
was paralyzed with fear and
uncertainty. As he reached for
the car door, Gabby placed her
arm onto his.
“Can you hold up one sec
ond? I think there is something
we need to talk about.”
Ben looked half concerned
and half annoyed. “Sure,
what’s up Gabby?”
“We’re both not happy, and
you know it. One day...” she
paused, breathing deeply be
tween her thin lips, “One day
you’ll find that person who will

make you want to stop every
thing. And I don’t think I’m that
person. That takes a lot of cour
age to admit. I’m not your ‘one,’
and you’re not mine. As much
as I want you to be, you’re not.”
He stood, frozen, while his
mind traveled a thousand miles.
He knew she was right; he knew
even before she started talking.
The love they had for each other
just wasn’t enough. But what
could he say? He couldn’t hurt
her, even though they both knew
the truth.
He gazed deeply into her eyes
searching inside them for his
own reflection. He knew she
thought he was examining her,
staring at her for one last, won
derful time.
But as usual she was wrong.
He had in many ways strung her
along like some sort of puppet—
knowing everything she craved.
He gave it to her when he
wanted, and denied her when he
had had enough.
“Uh.. .well, I...” Ben stopped
and decided not to continue.
Whatever Gabby thought was
probably a better explanation
than anything he could ever give
her.
He leaned over and kissed her
cheek. Gabby held back tears as
they both got out of the car and
walked towards the building.
They walked along side each
other in an awkward lull of
words, but this time the silence
was okay. For once, the words
were not important.

trouble deciding which CD to
buy? Let me help you decide,”
he said holding a stack of
possible CD purchases in his
own hand.
“I don’t know if I should be
taking advice from someone
who can’t narrow down his own
selection,” Rachel joked, point
ing at Zach’s pile of albums.
“What can I say? I like a lot
of music,” Zach said as he
smiled the nicest grin Rachel
had ever seen.
“Well, how about this one.
The songs aren’t depressing or
obscure,” suggested Zach,
walking around to the ‘C’
section in the store.
Calendar? questioned
Rachel. She flipped over to the
songlist: “December Morning”
and “Until You Return Next
Year?” She twisted her face and
Zach laughed.
“I promise you this CD is
terrific. It’s a feel-good CD,”
Zach promised. “A guy knows
what a feel-good CD is? This
ought to be good, I thought.”
“Okay, I’ll give it a try.
Thanks. Well, good luck with
your search,” Rachel said and
waved goodbye. She paid at the
register, only to have the cashier
comment, “You finally picked
one out.” Rachel laughed, nod
ded her head, and left Tony’s
Track Town.
She jumped into her car and
tore off the wrapper. Zach
better have picked a good CD,
she thought. She opened the
plastic case and looked at the
disc—swirls of blue colors

decorated the surface—nothing
violent or unidentifiable, Rachel
reasoned. She pushed it into the
player and pressed play.
The ride home typically took
15 minutes, but Rachel took the
long way home, wanting to
listen to the entire CD. The
songs were amazingly good.
Zach’s pick was decent—
Rachel was impressed with his
taste.
Rachel pulled into the
driveway just as the last track
finished, and she headed into
the house to listen to the disc
six more times before the end
of the night. All the songs were
great, but Rachel especially
loved the track, “The Best Day
of the Week.” Rachel intro
duced the band to her friends,
who also fell in love with
Calendar.
The next month Rachel was
surfing the radio in her car, only
finding talk shows and
commercials. Rachel finally
found a radio station with a song
just finishing on it. She sighed
with relief. The radio DJ
announced, “Today we have a
new song for our listeners. It is
by a new band, Calendar.
Rachel shot a glance towards
the radio, in disbelief.
Just then “The Best Day of
the Week” came through the
radio waves. Rachel sunk back
into her seat and smiled all the
way home, thinking of her own
personal music expert Zach.
She knew every time she would
hear this song, she would think
of him.

“Get Off’

Mike Pryles ’07
Portfolio Cartoonist
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Roving

How will you spend your
reading days ?

“Drinking champagne because our lives
are a constant celebration.”
4th Floor Aquinas ’07

“Not... ahh ... reading?”
Brian Holsey ’06

“Drowning my Civ sorrows Monday
at Louie’s”
Adam Truesdale ’07

Is that the time period when I’m passed out
for three days?”
Mike Batcheller ’06, Ryan Casey ’06

“Embracing illiteracy.”
Dan Janeiro ’04, Julie Caputo ’05

“Missin’ PC”
Mr. Belding
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State of
PC Sports
5th .
annual

by

Lauren DeMauro ’05
Editor In Chief

The Providence College Athletics
program states that its vision is to have
a program among “the most respected
of all institutions competing at the
NCAA Division I level.” It focuses on
centering on the student-athlete, giving
each Friar “the training and support
necessary to reach his or her full
academic, athletic and human potential.”
Ideally, “each sport team competes
strongly for success at the conference
and national championship levels.” Each
and every student-athlete graduates and,
unlike other colleges in the headlines on
the news pages instead of the sports
pages, the PC hopes to be “a continuing
source of pride for the entire campus
community, honoring the College’s
values and traditions,” one that exercises
“fiscal vigilance” and “innovative
approaches to revenue-generation”—all
in the hopes of realizing its student
athlete centered vision.
When looking back at the year to
write the fifth annual State of PC Sports
Address, one must take into account this
mission and vision, and evaluate the
Department based upon the goals and
objectives stated in their vision. Did they
meet their goals of being competitive,
enhancing the experiences of student
athletes? Looking back in hindsight of
the 2003-2004 academic and athletic
year, the answer is mixed: achievements
made, but ways to go.

When looking back at the
year...one must take into
account this mission and
vision, and evaluate the
Department based upon the
goals and objectives stated in
their vision. Did they meet
their goals of being competi
tive, enhancing the experi
ences of the student
athletes?...The answer is
mixed: acievements made, but
ways to go.
Lauren DeMauro

This Year

If the goal at PC is to build a
successful athletic program in which the
Friars are a contender for both
conference and national championships,
how’d they do? Let’s take a look back
and see. Certainly some sports, such as
Women’s Hockey, Men’s Soccer, Cross
Country, and Indoor Track get a thumbs
up. Other sports, such as Women’s
Basketball, have significant problems to
address.
The Men’s Basketball program is
what speaks for the Athletic Department
as a whole, and its performance is what
one remembers first. Picked to finish
fifth in the Big East Conference, Tim
Welsh’s squad played its toughest
schedule in years and played it well.
That is, until the end of the season. The
Friars found themselves playing for the
conference title with just two games left
to go in the regular season, but dropped
those games, and suffered a quarterfinal
round upset at the hands of 11 th seeded
Villanova in the Big East Tournament.
The Friars, who at one point found
themselves with a No. 12 national
ranking, continued this losing skid by
falling in the first round of the NCAA
Tournament to 12th-seeded University
of Pacific, quickly ending the team’s first
trip to the Big Dance since 2001.
Women’s Hockey definitely achieved
the Department’s goals, finishing its
season with a 21 -13-2 overall record. In
a year marking the program’s 30th
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The current condition of PC’s
athletic programs
anniversary, PC won the Hockey East
Tournament, marking the third straight
time the team has captured its conference
tournament—the last two years, the
Friars took the Hockey East crown,
while in 2002 they captured the ECAC
crown. The program is still one of the
best at PC and the country, with its only
shortcoming being that there are only
four teams invited to the NCAA
Women’s Frozen Four.
The Men’s and Women’s Track and
Cross Country programs have always
been successful, and this year was no
different with the Friars proving to be
impressive contenders once again.
During the Indoor Track season, the
Women’s team, led by junior phenom
Kim Smith, who set two new collegiate
records, placed ninth at the NCAA
Championships—marking the second
time in program history that PC finished
in the top ten at the competition. That’s
phenomenal, considering that PC doesn’t
have a field team.
Men’s Soccer qualified for its second
straight Big East Tournament, bowing
out in the semifinal round to Notre Dame
in its first trip to the semifinals since
1987, while Field Hockey took a step
back from last year and failed to win a
conference game.
Softball is one program that has
improved tremendously from one year
ago. The Friars currently hold an 8-8
record in Big East play, and statistically
lead the league in a number of categories.
They’re a great example of how, with
time, strong recruiting and coaching, a
program can be turned around.
Men’s Hockey still seems to be stuck
in the same rut of past years. After losing
seven talented seniors to graduation last
year and suffering a season ending series
loss to Boston University in the first
round of the 2002-03 Hockey East
Tournament, PC found itself seeded fifth
in this year’s conference playoffs. They
continued the same trend of the past two
years, again failing to make the second
round—falling on the losing end of a
closely contested three-game series with
New Hampshire.
And then there were some teams that
didn’t even come close to being
competitive. For example, it’s hard to
imagine things getting any worse for the
Women’s Basketball team this season.
The Friars, who are still trying to rebuild
their program under Head Coach Susan
Yow, lost 17 straight contests and found
themselves at the bottom of the Big East
Conference for the second straight year,
going winless in league competition and
failing to qualify for the conference
tournament. The Friars had lost three of
last year’s starters in the summer heading
into the season, including leading scorer
Micheal Epstein, who transferred to
Boston University, and lost two more
players when junior point guard Keisha
Blackwell and reserve forward Quianna
Copeland were released from the team
over the winter.
The students

In its mission statement, the Athletic
Department makes a commitment to
enhancing the experience and education
of its student athletes. That means
making the students a focus of the
program—something that deserves a lot
of credit. The goal is a 100 percent
graduation rate and, as a result, small
victories have been celebrated. The first
ever “Letter Winner Society” was
introduced with varsity lettermen jackets
awarded to the student athletes.
Academic achievements have been
celebrated as well this season with the
creation of an Athletic Academic Honors
Society. These help to foster a stronger
athletic and academic environment.
Currently, the graduation-rate of
Providence College student athletes is
listed for 2003 at 94 percent, while the
NCAA graduation rate of student

The State of PC Sports address is an annual feature written by The
Cowl's, Sports Editor. The piece is a tradition begun by Joe
Valenzano ’00 five years ago.
This year, current Editor-in-Chief and former Sports Editor
Lauren DeMauro ’05 writes her inaugural State of PC Sports
address. It focuses on the season past for Providence’s athletic
teams, the resources necessary to make PC athletics more
successful and the student who follow the Friars.

athletes for the same year is 82 percent.
The Friars rank fifth in the Big East
Conference with respect to this statistic.
Resources

Resources are absolutely necessary if
Providence is to achieve the goals set
forth in its vision. In last year’s State of
PC Sports address, attention was called
to the three F’s of Friar athletics—
fundraising, facilities, and fans—stating
that the Athletic Department had to step
up all three if they wanted to build a
successful program. Providence has
certainly taken steps toward that goal.
O ver all, Providence Athletics
generated about $1 million this year,
$650,000of which came from the Friars
Forever Program, which made a
donation necessary for the sweetest seats
in The Dunk. A large majority of this
revenue and that also received from PC’s
making and playing in the NCAA
Tournament will be put towards the new'
facilities needed to make Providence a
successful program.
Updated and upgraded facilities are
things that are absolutely critical to the
program's success. As most of us know,
construction is set to begin in the summer
on new campus facilities, building an

If the plan is a success, esti
mates show that it could bring
in some much-needed funds
into the program. In all, a 10year plan, that Driscoll has
named the “Friars Forever”
campaign, addresses funding,
scholarships and salaries. If it
works, another problem is on
its way to a solution.
R.J. Friedman ’03
Sports Editor 2001-2003
April 3,2003

artificial surface field this summer.
Providence additionally is fundraising
for a new fitness facility to be built in
the near future. Changes must also be
made to the Dunkin Donuts Center, and
state and city government officials are
working to come to an agreement for a
new ownership structure. Additional
renovations to the building would
include a video scoreboard, new seats, a
new sound system, updated restrooms
and concourses, updated locker rooms
and offices. This could happen as early
as next fall. The improvement and the
beginning of the construction and
updating of athletic facilities is
especially imperative to the program’s
success, especially entering into the
bigger Big East Conference in the fall
of 2005.
Fans were slightly better this year,
increasing attendance by, on average,
one thousand at Men’s Basketball home
games, but a successful program in a Big
Time sport will usually do that.
Unfortunately, however, events for other
teams on campus have not been well
attended, for example both Women’s and
Men’s
Hockey.
The three F’s of Friar athletics are

perennial issues facing Providence
College. You know the saying, “Money
makes the world go round?” Athletic
Programs are no different. More money
is always needed. In the case of PC
sports programs, more funding is
needed for scholarships for certain
sports—sports such as Women’s
Hockey. Other sports need more
funding in addition to more
scholarships to compete—take Tennis,
for example, which substantially

All of the issues will depend
around the capability of the
Athletic Department to
fundraise. Facilities, field
space, coaches—everything
revolves around funding and
that will be Driscoll’s top
priority and biggest hill to
climb.
R.J. Friedman ’03
Sports Editor 2001-2003
April 11,2002

improved this fall season and qualified
for the Regional Championships but
could not attend because of a lack of
funding. Situations like these need to
be
rectified.
More is needed to bring back the
Athletic Department’s student workers,
many of who were let go or had their
hours severely cut due to budget
shortcomings. Friars athletics also needs
to hire more full-time, professional staff
members. Now is not the time for Tim
Welsh to be renegotiating his contract,
when we can’t pay the personnel
necessary to run the laundry room, let
alone the entire Department.
Some things just simply did not get
done this year on the part of the Athletic
Department—these things need to get
done to build a reputable and successful
program. There was talk, again, of
retiring jerseys at the Dunkin Donuts
Center, but it’s something that I have yet
to see. The success of alumni must be
both recognized and cultivated to help
bring back the traditions of PC athletics.
The State of PC Sports is continuing
to develop. If the overall evaluation of
the program is based upon Providence’s
meeting or failure to meet the goals set
forth in its vision statement, the program
appears to be lacking in some areas, yet
promising in others. Is there room for
improvement? Absolutely. Are we there
yet? No. But, if the Athletic Department
sticks to its goals, reaching its goals is
certainly a possibility in the future.

For your PC sports fix
over the summer visit...

www.TheCowl.com
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Providence’s Super Seniors:
Greg Hartwell ’07 honors PC’s finest

A fairytale ending at PC
ho would have knowing most everybody. You
thought that a develop a lot more relationships
six year old here. It was tough leaving my
figure-skater friends behind, but I think that
from Grosse lie, both
Michigan
hockey-wise and school
would convert to a standout wise, coming here was a good
hockey player?
choice
for
me,
and
Obviously, Kelli Halcisak.
I don’t regret that.”
After an impressive high
Playing in 32 games her first
school career, Halcisak began season at PC, Halcisak finished
her college career at Ohio State the season as the third leading
University. While there, scorer with 28 points. She
Halcisak led the Buckeyes in earned ECAC First Team Allscoring with 13 goals and 27
Star honors, was named to the
assists as a defenseman. It was New England Hockey Writers
this ferocity that she was able All-Star Team, and garnered
to bring to the Friars’ hockey ECAC All-Tournament honors.
team her sophomore year.
All of these honors and titles
“Switching from the size of were not as important to
Ohio State to PC was really
Halcisak as the events that
different,” said Halcisak. “At transpired during her final
Ohio State, it is as if you are season this year. Being honored
living in a city. While at as the school’s Female Athlete
Providence you have more of of the Year is probably the hig
a chance to meet people and hest recognition a Providence
you have a better chance of hockey player can receive.
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“I think that it is a big honor
being named the school’s
Female Athlete of the Year for
team sports”, said Halcisak. “I
think that it also says a lot about
the team and my teammates,
just because they have helped
me develop into the player that
I have become and I wouldn’t
be here without their support.”
Now titles and recognition
are good, but what better way
could one think about ending a
career than leading your team
to a championship, and scoring
the game winning goal? None.
“Winning the championship
this year was really great, it was
a close game and there was
about seven minutes to go and
then I got the opportunity to
score,” said Halcisak. “It was
pretty exciting and, all in all,
just a really nice way to end my
senior year.”

Trip around world pays off
hris Anrin began his City. Anrin provided the Friars
involvement
in with a total of 17 points, going
basketball at the age 4- 7 behind the three point arc,
of thirteen in Varmdo, and was a monster on the
boards,
Sweden. With his height
and pulling down a season
ability to pick up the game, high nine rebounds. Later that
Anrin became a prominent year against the University of
figure on his high school’s Miami, Anrin recorded a season
basketball team, and was a part high 18 points for PC.
Anrin saw more playing time
of the 08 Alvik Stockholm
Men’s Basketball team lineup. his sophomore year as he started
While developing his skills 21 out of the team’s 29 total
in high school he earned a spot games. Throughout his soph
on the Under-20 Swedish omore year, Anrin was a
National Team. Anrin was dominant force from behind the
selected to play at the Nike Euro three-point arc, draining 4-7
Camp and was chosen again in against Boston University and
1999. Later in 1999, he was 5- 7 against Central Connecticut.
named to the Nordic Champ Against Syracuse, Anrin
ionship All-Star Team where he showed his dominant presence
played before choosing to come on the court by netting a game
and career high total of 20
to PC.
Being introduced with a points and six three pointers.
In spite of curtailed playing
different form of game play in
the United States, Anrin was time after his sophomore year,
forced to adapt and learn how Anrin’s determination and
to overcome this new challenge. perseverance was an inspiration
He was able to do this in his to his fellow teammates. He was
freshman year against the awarded the team’s John
University of Missouri, Kansas Zannini Coaches’ Award.

C

Valuing an education just as
much as a fruitful basketball
career, Anrin made sure to excel
in the classroom. He was
rewarded when he won the
team’s Top GPA Award.
Anrin is a shining example
of a student-athlete. Although
he may be quiet, Anrin is an
affable, hard-working, deter
mined individual who has
unlimited potential. Out of all
the choices that Anrin could
have pursued, he chose to come
to Providence. Even when
things did not necessarily go his
way, he stuck it out, and that
makes him a warrior.
“I don’t regret coming to
Providence. It has provided me
with the social and educational
aspects of college which I
hoped for,” said Anrin.
"Basketball-wise there were
some ups and downs and I
might have done some things
differently, but I don’t regret
anything at all.”

Swimming into uncharted waters
inning a number
of
different
awards in the
realm
of
swimming while keeping up in
school and participating in
community service—never
mind enjoying her final year as
a senior—there has rarely been
much downtime in the life of
Bridget McKenna.
While attending Prout High
School, McKenna honed her
swimming prowess and was a
three-time MVP and was
selected All-Division all four
years she attended. Like her
parents, Colleen and Kevin
McKenna, McKenna joined the
Providence College elite when
she matriculated as a freshman
in the year 2000.
As a distance freestyle
swimmer, McKenna was able to
come in first place against
Fairfield University and Stony
Brook University in the 800m
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freestyle as a sophomore. As
time progressed so did
McKenna’s ability, and as a
junior she came in first once
again over Fairfield as well as
placing first against Loyola in
the 800m free. Despite the many
wins, her greatest thrill came
from a particular Metropolitan
Championship meet.
“What made the competition
so memorable was having all of
my teammates standing on the
side of the pool cheering me
on,” said McKenna. “The 1650
is really long, and you get really
tired and just want to quit, but
every breath I took, all I heard
were my teammates rooting me
on, and it seemed as if I were
the only one swimming and my
teammates were all there for
me, which was really an
amazing feeling.”
As a result of McKenna’s
unrelenting pursuit of perf
ection, she continually imp

roved over her four years at PC
and received the team’s Most
Improved Female Swimmer
Award, as well as the team’s
Cindi Luciani Award as the
Most Valuable Swimmer.
McKenna is not just an
extraordinary swimmer, but she
is also a prominent student, and
was named a Big East
Academic All-Star. She is
majoring in quantitative
economics with a minor in
math. In her spare time she
teaches swimming lessons and
tutors fellow students in
economics. Despite her
proficiency in swimming, Mc
Kenna has decided to explore
other paths in life.
“For the next year I am
going to take a break from
swimming,” said McKenna. “ I
have just accepted a job at
Fidelity Investments...but I
know even-tually that I’ll go
back to swimming.”
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Men’s Hockey skates to successful season
After slow
start in Hockey
East, PC rallies
to salvage its
season and
build for next
year
by

Kevin O’Brien ’07
Sports Staff

Any hockey fan will tell you
that the college hockey season
is a grueling affair, with over
five months of games that ultimately culmi
MEN'S i
HOCKEY 1 nate in a ffenzy
of playoff ac
tivity. No season is really de
fined by one moment-—it takes
a year-round effort of intense
preparation to define exactly
what one season is.
Based on that criterion, the
Providence College Men’s
Hockey Team had a successful
season indeed.
The team finished the year
with a 16-14-7 record, includ
ing a 7-11-6 mark in Hockey
East play, which placed the Fri
ars fifth in the league. Al
though that may not look spec
tacular on paper, it fails to do
justice to the type of progress
the team made this season.
“It was an enjoyable year
coaching these guys and this
team,” said Head Coach Paul
Pooley. “They were a great
group and just continued to get
better as the year went on. It’s
a tribute to them and the focus
they showed.”
This was certainly a team
that progressed nicely from the
beginning of the year to the
end. The Friars were only able
to win two out of their first 15
Hockey East games and
seemed to be struggling in the
lower reaches of the standings

before things started to click. A
four-game win streak in late
January and early February—
with all four wins coming over
UMass-Lowell and Boston Uni
versity (teams that had been
neck-and-neck with Providence
in the league)—catapulted the
team solidly into the fifth spot
in the standings; it was a spot
they would clinch shortly there
after.
Speaking about that last
stretch, Pooley said, “We were
in the mix in the league with that
stretch coming up that was go
ing to determine our finish.
Thankfully we were able to win
the games, which was a testa
ment to our players. We really
took care of business and did the
things we needed to do.”
“We played some pretty
good hockey the second half of
the year—I think we were 4-21 in February,” he continued.
“We just played really smart and
came together down the
stretch.”
A narrow 1-0 loss in the de
ciding game of the Hockey East
quarterfinal showdown with
nationally ranked No. 10 New
Hampshire was a disappointing
way for the Friars’ season to
end, but it was ultimately unable
to sour the mood of a team that
felt that, all in all, it had put to
gether a pretty successful
season.
“The team that we lost with
that last game was much better
than the team we won with at
the beginning of the year,”
freshman rightwing Colin
McDonald assessed. “The first
half of the year we were play
ing with lines, but it was about
in January that coach found out
who played well With who.”
Once the lines were settled,
the good results followed
shortly thereafter. After the turn
of the calendar year, Providence
lost only two games on their
home ice—one a 2-1 overtime
heartbreaker to then nationally
ranked No. 2 Boston College,
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Senior captain and defenseman Stephen Wood led Provi
dence to a 16-14-7 record in one of the toughest conferences
in the country. The Friars season earned them an appear
ance in the first round of the Hockey East playoffs.
and the other a 4-3 defeat at the
hands of UMass-Lowell after
the Friars had already locked up
the fifth spot in the standings.
Pooley pointed to the pair of
wins at Lake Superior in Janu
ary as a key point in the year.
“I think the key was getting the
right people in the lineup with
the right combinations. It’s
tough to pointto any one game,
but the Lake Superior trip was
a good trip, and die BC game at
home was very positive. You
make your own breaks so it was
a tough loss, but we got
confidence from it.”
Junior center Chris Chaput
finished as the team’s leader in
points with 34 on 12 goals and
22 assists. Senior center Peter
Zingoni led the team in goals
with 13 to compliment his 19
assists. Senior defenseman
Stephen Wood finished with 29
points and tied with Chaput for
the team lead in power-play

goals with six. Finally, sopho
more goaltender Bobby
Goepfert, who logged the most
minutes at goaltender for the
Friars, and recorded a 2.49 goals
against average as well as a .919
save percentage.
The great team effort did not
come without its individual ac
colades for the players. Wood
in particular raked in the
awards, being named a Hockey
East First Team All-Star, a
member of the New England
Hockey Writers All-Star team,
and an Eastern Second Team
All-American. Chaput earned
Honorable Mention accolades
in the Hockey East voting, and
McDonald was named to the
Hockey
East
All
Rookie Team.
At the team banquet, Wood
also received the Louis
Lamoriello Award as team
MVP, as well as the Plus/Minus
Award after leading the team

with a rating of +19. Senior
defenseman Jason Platt and
sophomore goaltender Bobby
Goepfert shared the Ron Wilson
Award for the best defensive
player. Goepfert also won the
Friar Award, which is given to
the player the coaches feel did
the little things that fail to show
up in the statistics. Other
awards given out included the
Thomas Eccleston, Jr. Unsung
Hero Award, which went to se
nior center Mike Robinson, and
the Academic Award, which
was earned by sophomore right
wing Nate Meyers.
Pooley was sad to see this
crew of seniors leave, but he
feels that the team remains in
capable hands with the current
bunch of underclassmen.
“Every group has a different
dynamic of leadership,” he re
vealed. “The seniors are qual
ity people, team-oriented guys,
and had good years if not their
best, and when you move for
ward there is always a void to
fill. They were an excellent
group to coach and be around...
one of the best groups from both
a coaching and a people per
spective.”
As McDonald pointed out,
however, the team that returns
for next season will be a veteran
squad. “Our team is more at an
advantage with the situation; a
few teams had a few outstand
ing freshmen but we played the
most. Our sophomores played
a lot too, and our juniors took a
big leadership role.”
“Our next step is to raise the
bar,” Pooley said. “We’ve had
a lot of small victories over the
last two years; they’ve been
building blocks for the program,
but now it’s time for the break
through. The way I approach
it, we can take another step with
the hard work and sacrifice that
I feel we have within this pro
gram.”

Elation and heartache define game of the year
Rollercoaster affair
against Texas finds
Friars bruised and
battered, but never
beaten...until the
buzzer
by Larry

Harvey ’05

Sports Staff

Providence College had some great
efforts in sports this year. However, the
game of the year requires more than
simply a great effort. It needs an amazing
comeback. It needs an
GAME OF] All-American effort. It
THE YEAR needs every player to
play at their highest level.
It needs an electric crowd. It needs
drama. And sometimes, the game of the
year needs heartbreak. The Providence
College game of the year took place on
January 5, 2004 at the Dunkin Donuts
Center, as the Friars took on the
University of Texas Longhorns.
At the time, the Longhorns were
nationally ranked No. 16, and
Providence had just broken into the top
twenty-five that day with an 8-1 record.
Future All-America junior Ryan Gomes
was averaging 19.6 points and 10
rebounds per game. On the negative side,

courtesy of sports info

Senior Marcus Douthit turned in a
strong performance against Texas,
scoring 14 points, grabbing 10
rebounds and blocking 3 shots.
junior Rob Sanders, the team’s second
leading scorer, had two broken fingers
that eventually sidelined him for weeks.
The game was also a homecoming for
former Friars coach Rick Barnes, the
current coach at the University of Texas.
The added pressure of playing on
national television and in front of 12,993
people gave the contest the unmistakable

big game feel.
called for an intentional foul after a
PC came out to a shaky start with an made shot, putting Texas up 69-58.
intercepted pass, a blocked shot, and a
But PC fought back yet again,
wild pass out of bounds. The Friars first culminating in a three from Gomes and
points came from the foul line, as did two free throws from McGrath to knot
most of their points in the beginning of the score at 71 with fewer than two
the first half. The trouble continued to minutes left in the game.
pile on as the Longhorns went on an 11Gomes gave PC the lead with another
0 run, while PC had only taken two shots foul shot, giving him 28 points for the
from the floor.
night. Two more foul shots from
There was no quick turnaround, McGrath put the Friars ahead 74-71.
however, as the Friars committed
On the ensuing possession, Texas
lOturnovers and registered just eight got a lucky bounce, literally. A deflected
points mid way through the first half. The ball ricocheted off Douthit to a waiting
first field goal for the Friars came from Longhorn, Royal Ivey, who drained a
junior forward Tuukka Kotti with 6:30 three pointer before the buzzer to force
remaining in the half.
the game into overtime.
The momentum turned in favor of
The first two possessions of the extra
Providence as freshman Dwight session resulted in turnovers, but the
Brewington added a bucket and a block. Friar’s defense kept them in it. PC trailed
Gomes put in four points as the Friars 77-74 late in overtime. McGrath
went on a 10-0 run. Providence drew to connected on a clutch three pointer from
within 41-33 by the end of the half, the corner with 3.7 seconds left to tie
despite shooting 6-16 from the field. the game.
The play in the second half was more
What followed next haunted the
even than the first half. Following a frenetic Friar faithful. Texas freshman
beautiful pass from senior Marcus PJ Tucker dribbled the length of the
Douthit to Gomes, sophomore Donnie court and hit a buzzer beating lay-up as
McGrath drilled a three pointer to bring time expired. The bucket was debated
Providence within four points just five for nearly 10 minutes before the referees
minutes into the second stanza. came to a decision—basket good. Texas
The Longhorns countered the Friars’ won 79-77.
building momentum and started to build
The game was a gut-wrenching event
a lead again, going up 56-45. But PC for everyone watching. Despite the
came back, down only six points with disappointment of such an excruciating
eight minutes left. The game appeared loss, no one could deny they had just
to be out of reach when McGrath was witnessed a truly great game.
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Friars: Excruciating start ends in ecstasy
continued from back page

ensued in which PC passed the
.500 mark for the first time.
PC went on to win 14 of its
last 16 match-ups, including a
thrilling 2-1 overtime victory
against the nationally ranked
No. 10 Brown and, of course,
the 2004 Hockey East
championship game against
UNH - the squad’s third
consecutive tournament title.
Nestled in there as well was
a 5-2 rout of Boston College,
which earned the program its
historic 500th victory, making
Providence only the second
women’s collegiate hockey
program to have reached that
plateau. PC finished 21-13-2
overall and 14-5-1 in the
Hockey East, with an
impressive No. 10 ranking.
Deraney recognized that
despite falling short of pre
season expectations, this year’s
squad showed exceptional
depth, patience and skill. “Doi
still feel like it was one of the
most talented teams we ever put
on the ice?” he said. “Yes, I do.
I think the fact that we faced so
much adversity, but still
emerged victorious made this
year one of the most gratifying
since I’ve been here at PC.”
The UNH fixture also
coincided with freshman Sonny
Watrous’ explosive entry onto
the scoring stage. The Wildcats’
defense was one of many which
fell prey to the Hockey East
Rookie of the Year, as PC’s
newest sensation captured the
attention of the league.
Along with senior Darlene
Stephenson, Watrous teamed up

with junior Rush Zimmerman to
form a line which generated
some of the most prolific
offense in the nation. Together,
the trio combined for over onethird of the team’s goals and 106
points overall, with Zim
merman finishing second in
league and team scoring,
tallying an impressive 43 points
on the year.
Providence also profited
from the solid performances of
two other first-year standouts.
Sophomore Karen Thatcher
finished tied with Watrous for
fourth on the team’s scoring list
with 27 points. In addition to
registering an impressive array
of highlight-reel
goals
throughout the season, Thatcher
also received the Hockey East
Sportsmanship Award for her
upstanding style of play.
Freshman defender Kristin
Gigliotti made an equally
inspiring debut for the team,
providing a steady presence at
both ends of the ice en route to
capturing her own Hockey East
Rookie
of
the
Week honors.
“We brought [Watrous,
Thatcher, and Gigliotti] here
because we thought they had the
potential to be tremendous
hockey players,” said Deraney.
“It was fun to watch their
maturation from the beginning
of the season to the end.”
Sophomore goaltender Jana
Bugden was once again
entrusted with the majority of
playing time between the pipes
and finished the season with a
13-12-2 record, 2.22 goals
against average and four
shutouts.

consecutive year, with 46
points. She also earned AllAmerican honors for the
second time in her PC career
as well as a nomination for the
Patty Kazmaier Memorial
Award, given to the most
outstanding player in women’s
collegiate varsity hockey.
“She’s one of the most
dynamic players on the ice and
might be the most dynamic
player I’ve ever coached,”
explained Deraney. “You can’t
look to replace a Kelli
Halcisak. You look to try to fill
the gap that she’s left with
many different types of people,
but I could say that about all our
seniors.”
Halcisak was overwhelmed
by the team’s success and her
individual recognition. “It
Junior sensation Rush
Zimmerman broke onto the
scene to become one of
Providence’s leading goal
scorers en route to a third
consecutive conference
tournament title.
KRISTIN ELLIS '05/The Cowl

While the Friars suffered a
major disappointment in
missing the opportunity to
compete at the Dunkin’ Donuts
Center in the 2004 Frozen Four,
the proof is in the pudding that
these players will join a host of
seasoned veterans next year in
the pursuit of more silverware.
The squad will be without
this year’s graduating seniors
though, who provided much
needed leadership during the
campaign. Senior co-captains

Meredith Roth and Sarah
Youlen helped their teammates
weather the storm of dis
appointment early on, while
propelling them to victory as the
season wound down.
Without a doubt, one of the
primary ingredients to PC’s
recipe for success in 2004 was
the leadership and skill of senior
defender Kelli Halcisak.
Halcisak enjoyed a superlative
season, leading the team and
league in scoring for the second

means a great deal,” she said.
“It’s always nice to go out with
a winning season. I think a lot
of it can be attributed to our
growth as a team and how I’ve
grown here.”
Perhaps the eventual
outcome of the 2003-2004
season didn’t match the initial
expectations. Nevertheless, PC
took Queen’s immortal words to
heart and proved that
champions do indeed keep on
fighting until the end.

Why is the PC internet so SLOW?
In order to avoid the severe network slowdown that happened in the Fall
Semester and more recently after Easter Break, the Department of Information
Technology requests that all students returning in the fall do the following
to their computer BEFORE returning to school.
1) Be absolutely sure that your machine is running updated virus detection
software. Set your software to look for updates on a daily basis.

2) Please visit the Windows Update website and install all of the Windows
"critical patches". Many of these patches provide protection against virus
hacking activity.
Beginning in the Fall semester, Internet access will be denied to any student whose computer is
not up to date with the latest Windows patches and anti virus software.
Please contact the HELP desk at 865-HELP (4357) if you require any assistance with this.
Please remember that we have FREE anti-virus software available for download or on CD.

Download the anti-virus software at:
http://internal/it/helpdesk/ftpsite/vi rus.html

See you in the Fall.
The User Support Team
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Men’s Soccer: Movin’ on up in Big East
by

Stephanie LaCharite ’06
Sports Staff

Progress.
It’s the one word used to describe the
Providence College Men’s Soccer team
since Head Coach Chaka Daley has
taken over the program.
MEN’S Since his debut as Head
SOCCER Coach in 2000, Daley
has been steadily
moving his team up the ranks of the Big
East Conference.
In 2001 the team finished last in the
Big East. By 2002 the Friars had already
improved, making it into the Big East
Tournament for the first time since 1998.
In the Conference Tournament, they lost
to the eventual conference champions,
Boston College, in the quarterfinals. For
the year, Providence finished in eighth
in the Big East.
In 2003 the team improved again and
made it into the semifinals of the Big
East Tournament. This was only the third
time in Friar history the team had made
it to the Big East Tournament two
consecutive years. PC had previously
made it two years in a row in 1983-1984
and 1987-1988. The team has never
made it to the tournament three years in
a row.
However, after posting a strong
season this year, it looks as though that
could be attainable for next year. The
team posted a final record of 6-9-3 this
past season, placing them on the bubble
of making it to the NCAA Tournament.
Fellow Big East Conference competitor,
the University of Connecticut, made the
tournament with a final record of 8-8-2.
Tournament selection is based on
strength of schedule and win-loss record.
“We were close halfway through the
season,” said Daley. “Maybe if we were
10-7 we could have gotten in because of
the strength of our league.”
Daley also explained that for the
Friars to have made it to the NCAA
Tournament this year, or any other year,
they most likely would have to have a
.500 record in the Big East Conference
and win over 50 percent of the games in
their non-conference schedule. Also, the
Big East Conference is the second
toughest men’s soccer conference in the
country, behind the ACC.
“We’re looking to be a more
consistent group in and out of the
league,” said Daley. “If we can do that
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Providence junior goaltender Jeff Newman stalwarted opponents all season
long for the Friars. He was honored as both ECAC and Big East Soccer
Goaltender of the Week for posting back-to-back 1-0 shutouts against West
Virginia and Seton Hall.
we can be a NCAA caliber team.”
Despite not making it to the NCAA
tournament, the Friars managed to pull
some major upsets throughout the
season, most notably in the first round
of the Big East Tournament. Seeded
seventh, Providence matched up against
nationally ranked Virginia Tech. The
game ended in a shootout, where the
Friars prevailed by a count of 4-2. With
the win, Providence advanced to the
semifinals of the tournament, making
them the second seventh seeded team in
the Big East’s 25 year history to make it
to the semifinal round .
“I think we gained a lot of respect this
year,” said freshman David Chase. “I
know a lot of schools did not show us

much respect throughout the year, but
when we beat Virginia Tech people
started to recognize us.”
Although PC’s season ended in the
67th minute of the semifinal game, as
nationally ranked No. 5 Notre Dame
scored the lone goal of the contest, the
team has a young roster and is on the
upshot.
The Friars started seven members
from the freshman and sophomore
classes, while only four upperclassmen
broke into the starting line-up. In
addition, the team will only be
graduating three players, who have
watched and helped the team to progress
over the last few years.
“We’re losing a great deal of

character in that group,” said Daley
referring to the graduating seniors.
“They were not the most talented group
we had but they had the biggest impact
on the group because of their work ethic
and commitment.”
The seniors helped the team to get a
lot accomplished this past season. The
team had key a victory against in-state
rival, the University of Rhode Island,
which marked the PC’s first win against
the Rams since 1998. Providence also
earned a hard fought road tie, 2-2, against
cross town rival and nationally ranked
No. 20 Brown—which eventually was
crowned Ivy League champion and
awarded
a
NCAA
berth.
“Since we have been through
everything it really has been easier for
us to help the younger guys get through
the season,” said senior Jonathan Rhode.
Providence also upset nationally
ranked No. 17 Seton Hall 1-0 at home,
beat Georgetown on the road by a score
of 3-1 and picked up its game against
Pittsburgh in a hostile environment.
“We have to look at every game the
same way,” said Chase. “We have to go
out there, play our best and not worry
about what the other team is doing.”
This won’t be the end of the upsets
though. Daley returns 17 players and has
eight newcomers for the 2004 season. In
addition, he will be returning two strong
goalkeepers, junior Jeff Newman and
freshman Chris Konopka. Konopka was
one of the 16 players selected from the
ten Northeast states to participate in the
U.S. under 19 men’s Olympic
Development Team. Another returning
standout for next season will be
sophomore defender Zach Tobin who
was named Third Team for All-New
England selection.
“The sophomore class is so strong
that they are only going to get better,”
said Rhode. “They are really going to
be a sight to see next year.”
With the impact of these returnees
along with other key players such as
sophomores Eoin Lynch, Anthony
Petrarca and the return of classmateRyan
Farrell, who was red shirted his freshman
year and only played in three games this
past year because of a knee injury, the
team looks to continue to improve and
mature for the coming seasons.

PC: Friars match school record for Big East wins
continued from back page

definitely a game that could thrust
Providence into the limelight, and the
result was a 70-51 win. This was the
game that put PC on the map and set the
tone for the rest of the season. The
country was introduced to PC’s
tenacious zone defense, balanced scoring
and the dazzling individual play of
Gomes.
The win against Illinois was just the
first of many huge wins for the Friars on
the year. The most impressive victory
came against Connecticut on the road in
Hartford. The Friars held the high
scoring Huskies to only 56 points, on
their way to a 10 point win without the
injured Sanders. Gomes scored 26 points
and grabbed 12 rebounds as he went toe
to toe with the Defensive Player of the
Year, Emeka Okafor. The win against
the nationally ranked No. 4 Huskies was
the first road win against a top five team
since 1991 for the Friars.
The most entertaining game of the
year was against Texas.
The game marked the first time that
Texas Head Coach Rick Barnes returned
to the Dunkin Donuts Center since he
coached the Friars in the early 1990’s.
Providence trailed by as many as 21 po
ints in the first half.
The second half, however, saw PC go
on a 14-2 run late in regulation to take a

lead with 30 seconds left. A three-point
field goal by Royal Ivey tied the game
up and sent it into overtime.
The overtime was filled with both
excitement and controversy. A running
lay-up by P.J Tucker was called good
after 10 minutes of deliberation by the
referees.
A second buzzer beater loss at
Rutgers, 65-64, handed PC its first two
game losing skid of the season.
Following the Friars’ second two
game losing streak of the year (against
Seton Hall and Virginia Tech), the Friars
welcomed the nationally ranked No. 24
Syracuse Orangemen and defending
National Champions, into the Dunkin’
Donuts Center. The Friars won 74-61
in a total team effort, which saw five
players score in double figures. It was
also the best game of senior Marcus
Douthit’s career. Douthit scored 16
points, grabbed 11 rebounds and blocked
five shots. The win catapulted the Friars
to a six-game winning streak, heading
into the most important month of the
college basketball season, March.
However, the March swoon began for
the Friars and the season of promise soon
ended in a disaster.
The game against the University of
Pittsburgh was billed as the most
important game that the Dunkin Donuts
Center had ever hosted. The Friars
though, were blown out of the building,
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Departing senior Sheiku Kabba, the
team’s third leading scorer, provided
an explosive scoring option for PC,
aveaging 10.4 points per game.

and their chance of winning the regular
season Big East title ended when the
final buzzer sounded in a 88-61 defeat.
The Pittsburgh debacle was just the
beginning of the end for the Friars, as

the wind was taken right out of the sails.
Providence followed the Pitt game with
losses to Boston College, Villanova in
the Big East Tournament and the first
round game of the NCAA tournament
against Pacific.
Fingers could have been pointed at
many areas after the losses, but the true
culprits were defense and intensity, both
of which were lacking. The Friars had
prided themselves on being a superior
defensive team, but their identity was
lost in the month of March. Providence
had held eight of 14 Big East opponents
under 60 points before the Pittsburgh
game. However, from that game on the
Friars allowed on their competition to
score 71.5 points per game on average.
The late season bad news did not end
on the basketball court though. Sanders
left the team after falling behind
academically, and it has been reported
that he is looking to pursue a professional
career either in the United States or in
Europe. McGrath was charged with
domestic assault on his girlfriend. Lastly,
and most important to Friar basketball,
Gomes, who received nine All-American
Honors, may declare for the NBA Draft.
Despite all the bad news, the future
does present hope, especially if Gomes
returns. The Friars have received five
signed National Letters of Intent.
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Providence: 2003 adds chapter to history books
continued from back page
raced to a fifth place result, crossing the
line after 17:48. Byrne rounded out the
top six, finishing in 17:49.
PC traveled out of New England on
Sept. 27 to participate in the Roy Griak
Invitational held in Minnesota. Against
top-notch competition, Providence as a
team finished fourth.
Individually, Smith and Cullen con
tinued the trend of sterling perfor
mances. Smith captured another indi
vidual title, running the race in 20:17.
With the win, Smith became just the
third PC runner to ever win the Roy
Griak Invitational.
Meanwhile, Cullen crossed the fin
ish line eighth with a time of 21:00.
Providence regained its winning
form on October 18, snatching first place
at the Penn State Invitational for the sec
ond consecutive year.
Smith added a third individual crown
to her trophy case, placing first in
20:14.59. Her running mate, Cullen cap
tured second place (20:24). Crombie
added another top 10 finish to the Friars
haul, finishing ninth in 21:10.54.
After a weekend to rest, the Friars
traveled to Van Cortlandt Park in the
Bronx, NY for the Big East Conference
Championships, where they finished
second with 80 points behind only Notre
Dame with 59 points.
Smith extended her streak of con
secutive individual titles to three, achiev
ing victory in 20:01, a time that broke
the course record. With the win, Smith
became the sixth female runner in Provi
dence history to capture a Big East title
and the first since Sara Dupre in 1998.
Cullen added yet another strong fin
ish to her own season, placing second
with a time of 20:37.
The final two meets for the PC
women were NCAA meets—the NCAA
Northeast Regional Championships on
November 15 and the NCAA Champi
onships on Nov. 24.
At the Regional Championships, held
at Franklin Park in Boston, the Lady
Friars claimed first place for the third
time in school history (1998 and 1999
were the other two).
Smith captured her fifth and final first
place finish, crossing the tape in 20:23.
Her win was the first for a Friar woman
since Heather Cappell was triumphant
in 1999. Cullen again crossed the line
next, in 20:31. Crombie turned in an
outstanding performance to place eighth
with a time of 21:20.
The PC womertentered the NCAA
Championship ranked eighth in the
country, but turned in a third place re
sult. The Friars, participating in the
event for the 15th consecutive year, had
222 points and Jost to Stanford and
BYU, each with 128 points. The third
place finish was the third best result in
PC’s illustrious history (the Friars placed
first in 1995 and second in 1990).
Smith brought her stellar season to a
close with a second place result with a

Junior Kim Smith won five of her
seven races and placed second in the
NCAA Championships.
time of 19:42. Her performance
matched the highest finish for a Provi
dence woman at the NCAA Champion
ships. Amy Rudolph and Marie
McMahon also finished second in 1994
and 1996, respectively.
Cullen’s season also ended on a posi
tive note as she raced to a fifth place
finish (19:53). Smith and Cullen plac
ing in the top 10 was the third time that
two Friar runners have finished in the
top 10 at the NCAA Championships in
the same year.
For their performances, Smith and
Cullen each earned All-America hon
ors, making them the 105th and 106th
All-Americans coached by Head Coach
Ray Treacy. Smith was also selected
as ECAC Athlete of the Week twice,
while Cullen received the honor once.
“Overall, it was a fantastic season,
you know, finishing third in the coun
try at the end and finishing higher than
our ranking was certainly a great ac
complishment,” said Treacy. “Obvi
ously, Kim [Smith] and Mary [Cullen]
had fantastic seasons and that showed
up at the NCAA Championships when
they were both in the top five. It was a
great performance this season all around
by everybody.”
As a result of its season, on January
25, the PC women’s team was honored
with the Outstanding Athletic Achieve
ment in Intercollegiate Athletics award
by the Rhode Island Association for
Intercollegiate Athletics for Women.
On the men’s side, the season was
solid. The Friars vaulted as high as No.
15 in the national polls, but lacked the
standout performances turned in by
their female counterparts.
Like the women, the men began the
season on a high note, cruising to first

CLASSIFIEDS
Apartments for Rent
Apartments for Rent:
Several 3, 4, and 6 bed recently
renovated apartments available now
or for June 2004. Houses on
Oakland, Pembroke, Pinehurst, and
Tyndall. Many have new baths,
hardwoods, parking, laundry. Some
available with phone, cable, and
high speed internet jacks in every
room. Call 952-0966 or 742-4000
for details.

For Sale
A New Black Wrought Iron
Queen/Full, head/footboard,
canopy with frame . Mattress/Boxspring factory
sealed with warranty. Cost
$1100 Sell $275. Call 401354-5800.

Want to be seen by over
4,000 people each week?
Contact The Cowl at 401865-2214 about advertising
your busniess in the
classified section!

place finishes at the Providence College
and Boston College Invitationals.
The Friars dominated the top five, as
they captured second through fifth. Jun
ior Patrick Moulton led PC’s effort, fin
ishing in 24:53. Fellow juniors Dylan
Wykes and Patrick Guidera placed third
and fourth in times of 25:00 and 25:10,
respectively. Senior Jamie Carmichael
snuck into the fifth position with a time
of 25:24.
PC followed up its strong opening
showing with an equally impressive per
formance in Boston, sewing up four of
the top six spots. Moulton again paced
the Friars, claiming first place (24:19).
Wykes ran with Moulton for much of the
race and finished second in 24:20.
Guidera again placed fourth, this time
in a time of 24:29. Sophomore Joe
Dionne cracked the top 10, taking sixth
in
24:45.
The Roy Griak Invitational saw PC
compete against some of the top teams
in the nation, including the eventual win
ner of the meet, Wisconsin. The Friars
managed a seventh place finish without
a single top 10 performance. Wykes was
Providence’s top finisher, crossing the
line 18th at 24:40.
The male Friars bounced back on Oct.
11 to claim first at the New England
Championships for the fourth consecu
tive year and seventh time in the past ten.
Wykes and Moulton each had strong
races, as Wykes finished second (24:00)
and Moulton followed closely in third
(24:03). Carmichael turned in another
top 10 performance for the Friars, fin
ishing eighth in 24:40.
At the Big East Championships,

Providence turned in a fourth place re
sult. Wykes was the only Friar to break
the top 10, placing fourth (24:44).
Moulton narrowly missed a top 10 fin
ish, slipping to 11th in 24:57.
A second place finish at the NCAA
Northeast Regional Championships fol
lowed the Big East meet. With 73 points,
PC fell to Iona, which had just 58 points.
Wykes and Moulton carried the Friars
at the meet, as they both cracked the top
10. Wykes, Providence’s highest fin
isher, turned in a time of 30:00 to earn a
third place finish. Meanwhile, Moulton
completed the course in 30:26 to snag
an eighth place result.
The men’s season finished on a bit of
a sour note, as the squad could only
muster a 24th place result at the NCAA
Championships. In a field of 31 teams,
PC had entered the meet hoping to fin
ish in the top 20. Wykes, who was
named ECAC Athlete of the Week once
during the season, was again the Friars
highest finisher with a 37th place out
come (30:22).
“It was a young team that not much
was expected of and they performed very
well, winning New England’s and quali
fying for Nationals for the ninth year in
a row” said Treacy. “That was the goal
at the beginning of the season, to get to
Nationals and they got there and com
peted very well in every race we were
in. I was very pleased with their perfor
mance this season.”
The season was also a personal suc
cess for Treacy, as he was named the
NCAA Northeast Regional Coach of the
Year, marking the seventh time since
1990 that Treacy has received the award.

**Attention Students**
Start Earning Cash Now!

Work Part Time Now and Full Time in the Summer!

Must be at least 18 years of age. No experience
necessary.
Work as a Machine Operator or Shipper in a fast
paced automated environment producing bakery
products. Limited positions available.

> Potential to earn $14.15/hr. incentive pay
($12.35/hr. to start)!
> $1.00/hr. shift differential!
> We will work around your school schedule!
Check out our great summer program!!!

> Opportunity to qualify for an end of sum
mer bonus! (Average bonus of $400/}
> Great schedules to choose from!
—3 Days Off Per Week!! (8 hour shifts)
-or— 4 Days Off Per Week!!

(10-12 hour shifts)

Gold Medal Bakery
1-800-642-7568 ext. 799
dparent@goldmedalbakery. com
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Friars fantastic season derailed by faltering finish
by

Ryan Durkay ’05

Men's Basketball Schedule and
Results for 2003-2004 Season

Sports Staff

Parents usually tell their children that
nothing good can possibly happen after
midnight. Well, in the case of the
Providence College Men’s Basketball
team, there is
MEN’S nothing good that
BASKETBALL comes after the
end of February.
The Friars had a dream season going
for a while, but once the calendar pages
were turned to March all was lost.
Providence lost four straight games to
close out the season, including a 66-58
loss in the NCAA Tournament against
12th seeded Pacific. The Friars had their
second leading scorer, junior Rob
Sanders, leave the team; sophomore
Donnie McGrath is waiting to hear about
an assault charge; lastly, junior Ryan
Gomes is flirting with the NBA Draft.
The news that has come out of the
basketball department from Providence
the last two months has somewhat
overshadowed the hard work that the
Friars put into the first four months of
the season.
The Friars’ season will most likely be
remembered for the faltering towards the
finish instead of looking at the success
of the big picture.
The reality is that they played well.
PC finished the season with a 20-9 record
and matched the school record with 11
wins in Big East play. That ties the mark
set by the 2000-01 team, which was the
last Providence team to win 20 games
as well. Providence rose in the national
rankings to No. 13 and had an RPI as
high as seven at one point. The No. 5
seed they received in the NCAA
Tournament was the school’s highest
ever. The most impressive stat was that
the Friars were 7-4 against NCAA
Tournament teams, including a road win

Associated Press All-America forward junior Ryan Gomes led Providence in
both scoring and rebounding. Gomes narrowly missed averaging a double
double, pouring in 18.9 points per game, and snagging 9.4 rebounds a
contest for the Friars. Gomes was selected to nine All-America teams for his
stellar season.
at the Jimmy V. Classic at Madison
at Connecticut.
The Friars’ season opened in late Square Garden. This was PC’s first
November with Providence starting out showcase on national television, and
very strong, winning eight of the team’s their first chance to impress the country.
first nine games. During that period, Prior to this game, much had been
they beat fellow NCAA Tournament written about the Friars being a team that
teams Alabama, Illinois and Richmond. could take people by surprise. This was
The lone loss came to intra-state rival
URI. The most important win during
PC/Page 26
this time was the victory against Illinois
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Extending excellence
Smith and
Cullen carry
banner for
women; men led
by young talent

Pat Brown ’05
Sports Staff

In what proved to be one of
the most emotional, unp
redictable and memorable
seasons in the 30 year history
of the ProWOMEN’S vidence College
HOCKEY Women’s
Hockey team,
this year’s squad demonstrated
once again why the program
ranks among the most cel
ebrated ones in the country.
In a season characterized by
premature frustrations, an
unsteady halfway point and a
fantastical finish, PC managed
to add more feathers to an
already colorful cap of
conquests, while maintaining
the sense of tradition and
excellence which has per
petually distinguished PC
Women’s Hockey.
Expectations and hopes were
high as PC entered its milestone
season. After winning both the
inaugural Women’s Hockey
East league and championship
titles last year, the Friars earned
a pre-season ranking of No. 4
in the nation. Prior to the season
opener against Vermont in
October 2003, Head Coach Bob
Deraney expressed his con
viction that this year’s roster
was the strongest PC had ever
put on the ice.
Despite the pre-season hype,

Hofstra
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Three-peat, oh so sweet
by

11/22

by

Steve O’Keefe ’05
Sports Editor
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Senior Sarah Youlen helps Providence to thrilling season and
a victory in her Hockey East swan song against rival New
Hampshire.
the first few weeks of the 20032004 campaign brought with
them unexpected frustration,
and defeat.
By the semester’s end, the
Friars had earned a bleak 4-5-1
record. Just three games into
the new year, the team had
already lost two more contests
than it had all of the previous
season.
With Providence splitting
the remainder of January’s
games, the prospects of
challenging conference rival
UNH for the league title seemed
to be fading quickly. Ironically
enough, it was the first series
with the Wildcats that marked a

stunning turning point in the
Friars’ season.
Sunday, February 1, PC took
to the ice against a New
Hampshire squad it had
narrowly lost to a day earlier.
This recent defeat extended the
Friars’ losing streak to three.
The impassioned Providence
squad demonstrated with aut
hority that things were about to
change.
The Friars played what was
arguably their strongest allaround performance to date en
route to trouncing the Wildcats,
5-2. An eight game win streak
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For the Providence College
Men’s and Women’s Cross
Country teams, the 2003 season
saw the Friars capture seven
first place finCROSS ishes and put
COUNTRY forth strong sh
owings in the
NCAA Cross Country Cham
pionships.
The Women’s team carried
the banner for PC Cross Coun
try in 2003, dominating the
northeast behind a pair of jun
ior standouts—Kim Smith and
Mary Cullen—and rising to as
high as fifth in the national
polls. As a team, the women
triumphed in four of the seven
meets they competed in, and
finished no lower than fourth in
any competition. Individually,
Smith and Cullen combined to
capture first place in six out of
the seven events on the docket.
The season found the
women nationally ranked No. 6

in the FinishLynx Division I
Women’s Cross Country Poll,
and the Friars did not disap
point.
They opened the season with
a bang, snatching first place at
both the Providence College
Invitational and the Boston Col
lege Invitational.
The Providence College In
vitational, held on Sept. 5 at
Goddard Park in Warwick, RI
marked the first time PC has
hosted a meet in 28 years.
Smith finished the race first in
a time of 17:06. Cullen was nip
ping at Smith’s heels through
out the race, placing second
with a time of 17:06. Fellow
junior Deirdre Byrne made cer
tain the Friars captured the top
three spots, completing the
course at 17:25.
A week later, on Sept. 12,
Providence faced some stiffer
competition from nationally
ranked No. 22 Boston College
at the Boston College Invita
tional in Boston. However, the
Eagles proved little opposition
as PC raced away by a count of
31 points to 63. In victory, the
Friars stole four of the top six
spots. Cullen headlined the fin
ish, crossing the line in a time
of 17:01. Smith found herself
in second with a time of 17:02.
Sophomore Fiona Crombie
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